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Welcome to the IfA conference from our joint sponsor
Towergate Insurance’s Archaeology and Heritage Division
Towergate are once again delighted to sponsor the annual IfA conference in 2013 and hope
that the event is as successful as ever for industry professionals. We look forward to meeting
friends, both old and new, over the next three days in Birmingham.
We are constantly working to improve the insurance products for archaeologists, creating additional
value for our customers. Our Commercial Combined wording now has wider cover and greater
ﬂexibility, offering improvements under the Hired-in Plant and Equipment cover sections.
Our Professional Indemnity policy now includes free legal expenses cover for most clients and an
improved rating structure designed to help smaller companies.
Also, we have now expanded our offering to museums, civic societies, building preservation trusts
and conservators around the UK, and hope to build on these key areas in 2013.
Thinking of going freelance? Do you know where you stand in terms of your insurance
requirements? In the current climate, with companies downsizing and making redundancies, many
archaeologists are faced with the choice of going freelance or setting up their own businesses.
Towergate are the recognised industry leaders in insuring archaeologists with over 13 years
experience and can offer advice, guidance and tailored cover to ensure you receive the best
protection at the best price.
What cover could I need? There are many essential areas of cover that you should consider taking
out when working as a freelance archaeologist. These include
t1SPGFTTJPOBM*OEFNOJUZ
t1VCMJD-JBCJMJUZ
t&NQMPZFST-JBCJMJUZ
t%JSFDUPST0GmDFST-JBCJMJUZ
"TJEFGSPNUIFDPSFDPWFST POFUPTFSJPVTMZDPOTJEFSJT%JSFDUPST0GmDFST-JBCJMJUZJGZPVBSFB
$PNQBOZ%JSFDUPS 5SVTUFFPSQBSUOFSJOBO--15IFSFBSFNBOZSJTLTJOWPMWFEXJUICFJOHBDPNQBOZ
director, partner or trustee these days. They’re subject to onerous duties and responsibilities and
if someone thinks they have not lived up to them, rightly or wrongly, then they can face serious
MFHBMBDUJPO8JUIQPUFOUJBMQFOBMUJFTUIBUSBOHFGSPNIFGUZmOFT BMMUIFXBZUPEJTRVBMJmDBUJPOBOE
possible imprisonment, the need for an immediate and effective response to any threat is clear.
0VS%0JOTVSBODFQPMJDZQSPWJEFTMFHBMQSPUFDUJPOBOEBOBEWJDFTFSWJDFUPEJSFDUPST USVTUFFT
and partners. Call our team on 0844 892 1638, email archaeology@towergate.co.uk or visit www.
towergate.co.uk/archaeology.
Towergate Risk Solutions Archaeology and Heritage Division is a trading name of Towergate
6OEFSXSJUJOH(SPVQ-JNJUFE3FHJTUFSFEJO&OHMBOE/P3FHJTUFSFE"EESFTT5PXFSHBUF
)PVTF &DMJQTF1BSL 4JUUJOHCPVSOF3PBE .BJETUPOF ,FOU .&&/5PXFSHBUF6OEFSXSJUJOH
(SPVQ-JNJUFEBSFBVUIPSJTFEBOESFHVMBUFECZUIF'JOBODJBM4FSWJDFT"VUIPSJUZ
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(YJOHLSVN`MYVT9V\[SLKNL
9LJSHPTPUN(YJOHLVSVN`

/LYP[HNL

Beyond the Tropes of Modernity

Critical Approaches

Edited by Alfredo González-Ruibal

Rodney Harrison

Through essays written by a diverse range of
archaeologists Reclaiming Archaeology explores
how archaeology can be useful to rethink
modernity’s big issues.
Publishing April 2013
Hb: 978-0-415-67392-1: £135

3PEOFZ)BSSJTPOVOSBWFMTUIFSFMBUJPOTIJQCFUXFFO
heritage and the experience of late modernity,
whilst reorienting heritage so that it might be more
productively connected with other pressing social,
economic, political and environmental issues of
our time.

;OL:\TLYPHU>VYSK

1VCMJTIFE"VHVTU
1C£24.99
)C£80.00

Edited by Harriet Crawford
An authoritative, comprehensive and up-to-date
overview of the archaeology, history and art of
Southern Mesoptamia.
1VCMJTIFE/PWFNCFS
)C£150.00

(YJOHLVSVN`PU[OL4HRPUN
Edited by William L Rathje, Michael Shanks,
Christopher Witmore
Archaeology in the Making is a collection of bold
statements about archaeology, its history, how it
works, and why it is more important than ever.
1VCMJTIFE/PWFNCFS
)C£135.00

4HUHNPUN*\S[\YHS3HUKZJHWLZ
Edited by Ken Taylor, Jane Lennon
8JUIDPOUSJCVUJPOTGSPNBOJOUFSOBUJPOBMHSPVQPG
authors, Managing Cultural Landscapes provides
an examination of the management of heritage
values of cultural landscapes from Australia,
Japan, China, USA, Canada, Thailand, Indonesia,
Pacific Islands, India and the Philippines.
1VCMJTIFE'FCSVBSZ
1C£28.99
)C£85.00

View our catalogue online at:
www.routledge.com/catalogs/archaeology

facebook.com/routledgearchaeology

twitter.com/routledge_arch

,_WSVYL9V\[SLKNL(YJOHLVSVN`1V\YUHSZ

Free
e
onlin for
ss
e
c
c
a
ys*
7 da

Explore the range of Routledge Archaeology journals with 7 days’
free access* to more than 2 years’ worth of recent issues.
Over 25 journals are included, such as:
r/PSXFHJBO"SDIBFPMPHJDBM3FWJFX
r8PSME"SDIBFPMPHZ
r)JTUPSZBOE"OUISPQPMPHZ
r"[BOJB"SDIBFPMPHJDBM3FTFBSDIJO"GSJDB
View the full list of titles included and start your free access now.
Simply go to:

www.tandfonline.com/r/antharch
*Free online access valid for 7 days from activation, to a range of issues published in selected journals since 2010.The voucher can
only be activated once and must be activated before 31 December 2013.
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Our sponsors
We would like to thank all of our sponsors for
helping us make the 2013 conference happen.
Our joint sponsors
Towergate Insurance
Assistance and generous support
Birmingham City Council
Session sponsors
English Heritage
Historic Scotland
Council for British Archaeology
Supporting our excursions
Birmingham City Council
Birmingham Museums
Birmingham Conservation Trust
Our exhibitors
Exhibitors will be located in the main hall,
Suites 2 and 3
Archaeology Data Service
Aerial Cam
Council for British Archaeology
'".&
Maney Publishing
Historic Scotland
Towergate Insurance
Advertisers
Beta Analytic
Deepstore
Routledge Books
Wiltshire Conservation Service
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Venue Information
Session locations; All sessions will be held
POUIFHSPVOEBOEmSTUnPPSPGUIF-BLFTJEF
Centre, all easily located from the main
SFHJTUSBUJPOBSFB-JGUTBSFBWBJMBCMFUPUIF
mSTUnPPS TFFNBQPOQ 
Refreshments; -VODIXJMMUBLFQMBDFGSPN
PO8FEOFTEBZBOE5IVSTEBZ 
BOEPO'SJEBZGSPN-VODIXJMM
CFTFSWFEJOUIFEJTQMBZSPPN 4VJUFTBOE
 GPSEFMFHBUFTXIPIBWFCPPLFEUPBUUFOE
the full day of the conference. Please ensure
that you wear your conference badge and
bring your lunch tickets with you.
Tea and coffee will be available in the
EJTQMBZSPPNBUUIFGPMMPXJOHUJNFT
8FEOFTEBZoBNBOEo
QN5IVSTEBZoBN o
BN oQN'SJEBZo
BN oBN oQN
There are also self service machines
available in the ground ﬂoor foyer and the
mSTUnPPSCBMDPOZ
Internet access; 'SFF8*'*BDDFTTJT
BWBJMBCMFUISPVHIPVUUIFWFOVF-PHJO
details are available from the registration
desk.
Registration; Registration will take place
JOUIF'PZFSPGUIF-BLFTJEF$FOUSFGSPN
BNUPQNPO8FEOFTEBZ"QSJM
On registering you will be given a pack
DPOUBJOJOHUIFmOBMQSPHSBNNFBOE
abstracts and other useful information. On
Thursday 18 April the registration desk will
PQFOGSPNBNUPQN BOEPO'SJEBZ
April from 9am to 4pm.
Bag storage; Bags and coats can be stored
JOBSPPNPOUIFmSTUnPPS0O8FEOFTEBZ
QN5IVSTEBZQN
'SJEBZoQN*UFNTBSFMFGUBUUIF
owners’ risk.

Parking
Delegates can pre book their own car
QBSLJOHTQBDFCZTJNQMZmMMJOHJOUIFGPSN
available www.conferenceaston.co.uk/
DPOUFOUBTQY 1BHF*%POPVSXFCTJUF
Please book at least 48 hours prior to
arrival. If you would like us to email you
delegates directly please let us have their
email address. Delegates will need to have
UIFGPMMPXJOHJOGPSNBUJPOUPIBOE
Conference title, delegate name, delegate’s
vehicle registration, contact telephone
number, contact email address and payment
details. Please note, your booking will not
be processed with at least one method of
communication included. If you do not pre
pay for parking and display the permit sent
this may cause further delays on arrival.
1BSLJOHJTDIBSHFEBUbQFSEBZVQUJMM
QNbGSPNQNPWFSOJHIU
bQFSEBZPOXFFLFOET 4BUVSEBZBOE
4VOEBZ 0OTJUF$BS1BSLJOHJTBWBJMBCMF
to conference delegates with pre booked
car parking only. Any vehicles parked
onsite which are not registered with the
Conference Aston reception team will be
JTTVFEXJUIBbmOF
Bookable meeting rooms; There are two
rooms available if you require a meeting
space during the conference. Ask at the
Registration desk for details.
Disabled access; Please contact the venue if
you require any further information on this
on Conference Aston Reception 0121 204
3011
Contacting delegates; If you should need to
be contacted during the conference, urgent
messages can be left with the Conference
Aston reception.
Conference Aston Reception;
Telephone 0121 204 3011
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Conference locations
-BLFTJEFDFOUSF "TUPO6OJWFSTJUZ $POGFSFODFWFOVF
)PUFMEV7JO 8JOFSFDFQUJPOBOEDPOGFSFODFEJOOFS
3PTF7JMMB5BWFSO +FXFMMFSZ2VBSUFS 5IVSTEBZOJHIU

4

2
6

Places of interest
4 Birmingham museum and art gallery
#VMMSJOH
6 St Phillips Cathedral
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Social and networking events
Wednesday 17 April

Wine reception
There will be a wine reception in the Courtyard of Hotel
EV7JOQN
Hotel du Vin,
Church Street,
Birmingham,
#/3
IUUQXXXIPUFMEVWJODPNIPUFMTCJSNJOHIBN
birmingham.aspx
Venue sponsored by Birmingham City Council

Conference dinner
The conference dinner will be held in the Speyside
Glenlivet room at Hotel du Vin at 8.00pm
Places are limited. Please bring your ticket with you.

Thursday 18 April

Social event
A buffet will be held in the function room at The Rose
Villa Tavern for delegates who have booked to attend.
Please bring your ticket with you.
8BSTUPOF-BOF
Jewellery Quarter
Birmingham
B18 6JW
IUUQXXXUIFSPTFWJMMBUBWFSODPVL
If you have booked for the conference dinner on
Wednesday or the evening meal on Thursday, tickets will
be given to you when you register at the IfA desk.
If you have not booked to attend these meals, you
XJMMmOEBXJEFWBSJFUZPGSFTUBVSBOUTJOBOEBSPVOE
Birmingham.
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Suite 5d
Suite 5e

5d

5c

5c
Suite 1
Discussion 1

Suite 4a
Discussion 2
Suite 2 & 3
Display hall and refreshments

5e

5c
Gallery space

Suite 4b
CPD workshop

Planning to be around on Saturday?
The archaeology of Sutton Park - a guided walk, Saturday 20 April 2013
Sutton Park in north Birmingham is a remarkably well-preserved multi-period historic
MBOETDBQF*OBEEJUJPOUPFBSUIXPSLSFNBJOTBOEmTIQPOETPGUIFNFEJFWBMEFFSQBSL
created in the 12th century, it contains prehistoric and Roman features and extensive
remains of post-medieval woodland management, mill pools and early recreational uses.
The whole of the Park is on the English Heritage Register of Historic Parks, most of it is a
Scheduled Monument, and it is the subject of a Heritage Partnership Agreement.
5IJTBMMEBZXBML JOUXPQBSUT TPZPVDBODPNFGPSKVTUUIFNPSOJOH XJMMJODMVEFNFEJFWBM
BOEQPTUNFEJFWBMGFBUVSFTPOUIFFBTUFSOTJEFPGUIF1BSL-FECZ.JLF)PEEFS UIFXBMLJT
CFJOHPSHBOJTFECZUIF,JOHT/PSUPO)JTUPSZ4PDJFUZ5IFSFJTOPDIBSHF CVUBEPOBUJPOUP
UIF4PDJFUZXPVMECFBQQSFDJBUFE-VODIJTOPUQSPWJEFECVUUIFXBMLXJMMTUPQOFBSBDBGÏ
BOEBQVC DBSWFSZ BUMVODIUJNF
5IFXBMLTUBSUTBUGSPN4VUUPO$PMEmFMESBJMXBZTUBUJPO
If you would like to come on this walk it would be much appreciated if you could contact
UIF,JOHT/PSUPO)JTUPSZ4PDJFUZBULOIT!MBHPOEBPSHVLPSTQFBLUP.JLF)PEEFSBUUIF
Conference.
Please note that the walk is partly on rough uneven ground, and there is no shelter in the
Park, so please dress accordingly.
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Suite 6
Discussion 2

TIMETABLE

Conference timetable
^ƵŝƚĞϭ

^ƵŝƚĞϰĂ

^ƵŝƚĞϰď

^ƵŝƚĞϲ

ŝƐĐƵƐƐŝŽŶϭ

ŝƐĐƵƐƐŝŽŶϮ

WtŽƌŬƐŚŽƉƐͬƐĞŵŝŶĂƌƐ

WtŽƌŬƐŚŽƉƐͬƐĞŵŝŶĂƌƐ

ZĞŐŝƐƚƌĂƚŝŽŶĂŶĚĐŽĨĨĞĞ

Wednesday17April

9.30Ͳ11.00

11.30Ͳ13.00

14.00Ͳ15.30

Openingaddress

Payingdividends?Securing
theimpactofdevelopmentͲ
ledarchaeologicalwork

16.00Ͳ17.30

Theimpactofforensic
archaeologyonthe
CriminalJusticeSystem
(FASIGAGMfrom17:30)

Winereception,HotelduVin

20.00

Conferencemeal,HotelduVin

ŽĨĨĞĞ
Thursday18April



18.30

9.30Ͳ11.00

11.30Ͳ13.00

Aguidetosettingupa
businessandgetting
registered

Digitaldataandthe
archaeologicalrecord

Makingthepastworkfor
thefuture:urbandesign
andthehistoric
environment

TheAkondofSwatandthe
archaeologicalrecord

Impactrequiresimagery;
bestpracticeintheuseof
imagestocreateimpacton
theaudience

Howtodemonstrate
impactinarchaeological
projects

Thesocialbenefitof
archaeology
(13.00Voluntaryand
communitySIG)

IMSIG:thepracticalitiesof
usingsocialmedia
(IMSIGAGMfrom12.30)

(GAGAGM9:00)
Portfolioassessmentsfor
graphicsarchaeologists:
guidanceandadvice
(startsfrom10am)

>ƵŶĐŚ
14.00Ͳ15.30
ŽĨĨĞĞ
16.00Ͳ17.30
19.00

ŽĨĨĞĞ
11.00Ͳ12.30

ǆĐƵƌƐŝŽŶƐ;ƐƚĂƌƚϮƉŵͿ
1)Citywalk
2)WeoleyCastle
3)ExploringtheJewellery
Quarter

AnIntroductionto
EnvironmentalImpact
Assessment(EIA)

17:30Internationalgroup
AGM(Suite5e)

Conferencesocial,RoseVillaTavern(precededat18.30byDiggers'ForumAGM)

9.00Ͳ10.30

Friday19April

^ƵŝƚĞϱĚ;ƵŶůĞƐƐŽƚŚĞƌǁŝƐĞ
ƐƚĂƚĞĚͿ
&ƌŝŶŐĞĞǀĞŶƚƐͬŵĞĞƚŝŶŐƌŽŽŵ

TheimpactoftheBig
Society

>ƵŶĐŚ
13.30Ͳ15.00

Timetotieupthetape
measure?Theimpactof
newtechnologiesand
techniquesinthe
archaeologicalstudyofthe
builtenvironment
(15:00Buildings
ArchaeologyGroupAGM)

Changingthewaywework–
deliveringimpactthrough
betterprojectmanagement

ImpactͲWhatImpact?
LegacyͲWhatLegacy?
Archaeologyandthelossof
confidence

(From10.30)
Yourprofession,
yourfuture,yourvoice
NewGenerationSIG
(Suite5e)
12:30NewGenerationAGM
(Suite5e)

BoQs,ApplicationsforPayment
andothernastiesfor
archaeologists

ŽĨĨĞĞ
15.30Ͳ17.00

ValuingtheprofessionͲanopenforumdiscussingpayandconditionsinarchaeology,Suite1

Group AGMs
Wednesday 17 April

Friday 19 April

'PSFOTJD"SDIBFPMPHZ4*(o4VJUF"

/FX(FOFSBUJPO(SPVQ"(.o4VJUFF
#VJMEJOHT"SDIBFPMPHZ(SPVQo4VJUFB

Thursday 18 April
(SBQIJD"SDIBFPMPHZ(SPVQo4VJUF
*OGPSNBUJPO.BOBHFNFOU4*(o4VJUFC
7PMVOUBSZBOEDPNNVOJUZ4*(o4VJUF
*OUFSOBUJPOBMQSBDUJDF(SPVQo4VJUFF
%JHHFST'PSVNo3PTF7JMMB5BWFSO
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Wiltshire Conservation Service

Celebrating 40 years of quality and service
We are able to offer a wide range of investigative and
remedial preservation services and have successfully
conserved objects and materials dating from pre-history
to the present day.
We have – an accredited service and
a purpose-built facility
We offer – high quality service and
professional advice and support

Celebration offer

To celebrate 40 years of service, we have a limited offer
available until 30 June 2013 40% off all x-ray projects*
To claim the offer, or for a detailed quotation for
conservation work, please contact:
Wiltshire Conservation Service
Tel: 01249 705543
Website: www.wshc.eu/about-wshc/conservation
* Excludes VAT

WHAT LIES
BENEATH?
Secure, cost-effective storage
solutions from DeepStore

www.deepstore.co.uk
For more information please contact:
Geraldine Turner 07867 527417
geraldineturner@deepstore.co.uk
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WEDNESDAY 17 APRIL

8FEOFTEBZ"QSJM
Conference address
 4VJUF

8FMDPNF

Introductions from IfA Chief Executive, Peter Hinton and IfA Hon Chair, Jan Wills.

 4VJUF

(BSFUI.BFFS )-'

7BMVFTCFOFmUTPGIFSJUBHFUIFSFTFBSDIEJSFDUJPO
This talk will review some of the latest developments in research around the value and
CFOFmUTPGIFSJUBHFESBXJOHPOBTFSJFTPGBOOVBMSFTFBSDISFWJFXTUIBU)-'IBTDBSSJFEPVU
PWFSUIFMBTUFJHIUZFBST*UXJMMBMTPUPVDIPOUIF'VOETPXOTPDJBMBOEFDPOPNJDSFTFBSDI
programme, providing insights into some of the evidence collected from programme
evaluations and other work.
(BSFUI.BFFSJT)FBEPG3FTFBSDIBUUIF)FSJUBHF-PUUFSZ'VOE XIFSFIFPWFSTFFTBMM
UIF'VOETQSPHSBNNFFWBMVBUJPOXPSL BOEUIFSFTFBSDIJUVOEFSUBLFTUPEFWFMPQOFX
QMBOTBOEJOJUJBUJWFT(BSFUIIBTCFFOXJUI)-'TJODF BOEIBTDBSSJFEPVUFYUFOTJWF
research looking at the social and economic impacts of heritage, including work on
the links between volunteering and well-being, on heritage-based tourism and on the
economic role of listed buildings in city development. He has been closely involved in the
EFWFMPQNFOUPG)-'TDVSSFOUTUSBUFHJDGSBNFXPSL FTQFDJBMMZUIFOFXA)FSJUBHF&OUFSQSJTF
QSPHSBNNF#FGPSF)-'IFXPSLFEGPSGPVSZFBSBTBOFDPOPNJTUBU#SJUJTI8BUFSXBZT PO
DBOBMSFHFOFSBUJPOBOESFTUPSBUJPOTDIFNFT"OECFGPSFUIBUIFTQFOUZFBSTXPSLJOHBTB
SFTFBSDIFSBOEQSPEVDFS mSTUJODPNNVOJUZBSUTJOFBTU-POEPOBOEUIFOJOUIFJOEFQFOEFOU
UFMFWJTJPOTFDUPS"XBZGSPN)-' IFMJWFTJO,JOHT$SPTT -POEPOBOEJTGPVOEFSEJSFDUPS
of a social enterprise based in Somers Town that celebrated its tenth anniversary this year.
)FIBTFYQFSJFODFPOCPUITJEFTPGUIFGVOEJOHGFODFoIBWJOHXPSLFEPOBQQMJDBUJPOTUP
several funders for local community projects.
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Don’t forget your CPD!
The conference provides lots of training and
learning opportunities for all our delegates. Try
and keep a note of which sessions you attended,
and how many CPD hours can be logged as part
of your professional development plan.
We have provided a CPD log to help you keep a
note of your learning on p58.
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WEDNESDAY 17 APRIL
Wednesday programme
Discussion
Paying dividends: securing the impact of development-led archaeological work
Room Suite 1
 *OUSPEVDUJPO
 +BZ$BSWFS-POEPOT$SPTTSBJMQSPKFDUoTFDVSJOHQVCMJDCFOFmUTUISPVHIUIF
archaeology programme
 )JMBSZ0SBOHF.JTNBUDIFEQBSFOUTBOECFBVUJGVMPGGTQSJOH &WBMVBUJOH 
public engagement within the commercial sector
 $ISJT(PTEFO 8FOEZ.PSSJTPOBOE3PHFS5IPNBT-BZJOHCBSFUIF 



MBOETDBQFTZOUIFTJTJOUIFVQQFS5IBNFTWBMMFZ
 %JTDVTTJPO
 $PGGFF
 +PIO#MBJS$PNNFSDJBMmFMEXPSL HSFZMJUFSBUVSFBOEBSDIBFPMPHJDBM



SFTFBSDIBO"OHMP4BYPOJTUTWJFX
 .JDIBFM'VMGPSE5IFSVSBMTFUUMFNFOUPG3PNBO#SJUBJO
 5JNPUIZ%BSWJMM$PODMVEJOHSFNBSLT
Seminar
The Impact of Forensic Archaeology on the Criminal Justice System
Room Suite 4a
 3PC+BOBXBZ*OUSPEVDUJPO'PSFOTJDBSDIBFPMPHZJOUIF6, SFHVMBUJPOBOE
the IfA
 +PIO)VOUFS*NQBDUGSPNJOUFHSBUJPO
 (BJMMF.BDLJOOPO6QEBUFPOGPSFOTJDSFHVMBUJPOBOEUIF#SJUJTI"TTPDJBUJPO


PG'PSFOTJD"OUISPQPMPHZ
 $PGGFF
 .JLF(SPFO /JDIPMBT.ÈSRVF[(SBOUBOE3PC+BOBXBZ%FWFMPQNFOUT 
within Europe
 $FDJMZ$SPQQFS'PSFOTJDBSDIBFPMPHZBOEUIFJOWFTUJHBUJPOPGNBTTHSBWFT
'PMMPXFECZ'"4*("(.BOE&YQFSUQBOFM"(.
Workshop
A guide to business start up and registration
Room Suite 4b
 8PSLTIPQPSHBOJTFECZ,JSTUFO$PMMJOT *G"
AGM
 'PSFOTJD"SDIBFPMPHZ4*( GPMMPXFECZ&YQFSU1BOFMo4VJUF"
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Paying dividends: securing the impact of development-led archaeological work
 4VJUF
5IF4PVUIQPSU3FQPSUIJHIMJHIUFEUIFJNQPSUBODFPGTFDVSJOHDMFBSAQVCMJDCFOFmU
from development-led archaeological work. At around the same time, universities were
MFBSOJOHUIBUUIFAJNQBDUPGUIFJSSFTFBSDIXBTUPCFPOFPGUIFDSJUFSJBGPSEFDJTJPOTBCPVU
future research funding. The parallels are obvious, as is the scope for working together
across the government, commercial and higher education archaeological sectors, to
QSPEVDFUIFNBYJNVNAJNQBDU PSQVCMJDCFOFmU GSPNEFWFMPQNFOUMFEXPSL5IJTJT
clearly to the potential advantage of all.
This session will look at current initiatives aimed at extracting the maximum value, in terms
of new knowledge and understanding, from past and current development-led work. The
session will also consider how the different sectors might work together in the future in
order to achieve the greatest possible impact, and the relationships between developmentled archaeological work, academic research and public engagement.
0SHBOJTFST3PHFS.5IPNBT &OHMJTI)FSJUBHF "ESJBO5JOEBMM '".& BOE4UFXBSU#SZBOU
"-("0
Session sponsored by
Abstracts
14.15-14.35 London’s Crossrail project – securing public beneﬁts through the
archaeology programme
Jay Carver - Crossrail Project Archaeologist, Crossrail
Crossrail is currently Europe’s largest infrastructure project. The project is almost entirely
publically funded with minimal private sector investment. As a result there is a need to
EFNPOTUSBUFUIFQVCMJDCFOFmUTPGUIFNPOFZCFJOHTQFOUCPUIEVSJOHEFWFMPQNFOUBOEJUT
legacy.
5PNBYJNJTFUIPTFCFOFmUTUIFBSDIBFPMPHZQSPHSBNNFIBTCFFOUIPSPVHIMZJOUFHSBUFE
with project objectives for sustainability, conservation, education, skills development,
media, community investment, and stakeholder engagement. A range of initiatives
undertaken on the project will be reviewed and discussed.
What investment is required to make a real difference to outcomes? What are the
DPOTUSBJOUT $BOBDPTUCFOFmUSBUJPCFJEFOUJmFEBOEEFWFMPQFEJOUPOFXTUBOEBSET $BO
future projects set new benchmarks and ensure that development led archaeology becomes
BANVTUIBWFWBMVFGPSQSPKFDUQSPNPUFSTBOEBSFBMPQQPSUVOJUZGPSEFWFMPQJOHQSPGFTTJPOBM
standards and new research.
14.35-14.55 Mismatched parents and beautiful offspring? Evaluating public engagement
within the commercial sector
)JMBSZ0SBOHF )POPSBSZ3FTFBSDI"TTPDJBUF 6$-"EWBODFT
5IJTQBQFSXJMMEJTDVTTJOUFSJNSFTVMUTGSPNBDVSSFOUSFTFBSDIQSPKFDU GVOEFECZ6$-
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"EWBODFT &OUFSQSJTF%FQU UPFWBMVBUFUIFDIBMMFOHFTXIJDIDPNNFSDJBMBSDIBFPMPHJTUT
GBDFJOJODPSQPSBUJOHQVCMJDFOHBHFNFOU 1& XJUIJOQSPKFDUT5IFQSPKFDUJTGPDVTJOH
PO"SDIBFPMPHZ4PVUI&BTU 6$-TDPOUSBDUTEJWJTJPOBOEBTTVDIIBTBDPODFSOXJUI
identifying and evaluating the social and research values of archaeological activities.
Working with ASE staff, a number of initiatives are now taking place to embed a public
engagement strategy within company culture and systems.
Drawing on interviews, social and research impact assessments, and an online survey of
ASE staff this paper will discuss the relationships between a public engagement ethos, the
aspirations of the higher education sector, and the needs of the commercial environment.
5ISPVHIUIJTQSPKFDUBOVNCFSPGLFZRVFTUJPOTIBWFCFFOSBJTFE*TQVCMJDFOHBHFNFOU
an archaeological skill? How best should the research outputs of the commercial sector be
disseminated? How can existing activities within development-led archaeology be given
added PE value? Through this paper I will demonstrate one way in which the HE and the
development-led sector has come together to try to produce an improved PE strategy, or
JOUIFXPSETPGNZUJUMFACFBVUJGVMPGGTQSJOH5IJTQBQFS BOEUIF*G"DPOGFSFODF XJMMBMTP
provide an apt opportunity to launch a national PE survey to gain comparative data and
thereby make the project broader and, it is hoped, more useful.
14.55-15.15 Laying bare the landscape: synthesis in the upper Thames valley
1SPGFTTPS$ISJT(PTEFO 6OJWFSTJUZPG0YGPSE %S8FOEZ.PSSJTPO 6OJWFSTJUZPG0YGPSE 
BOE3PHFS.5IPNBT &OHMJTI)FSJUBHF
Certain areas in England have seen great concentrations of development-led archaeological
investigations, often carried out over several decades and by a multiplicity of different
organisations. There is a now pressing need for wider synthesis of these results.
One such area is the Wiltshire/Gloucestershire stretch of the upper Thames valley.
Investigation, especially in advance of large-scale gravel quarrying, has been particularly
extensive here. A current project, based at and funded by the University of Oxford, is
bringing together and analysing all these results in a single GIS.
The aim of the project is to produce a new narrative of the development of this landscape
GSPNQSFIJTUPSJDUJNFTPOXBSET CVUUIFQSPKFDUTIPVMEBMTPQSPWJEFPUIFSJOTJHIUTBO
analysis of the pattern of past archaeological work and methodologies; a more developed
VOEFSTUBOEJOHPGUIFDIBSBDUFSBOETJHOJmDBODFPGUIFCVSJFEBSDIBFPMPHJDBMSFTPVSDFPG
UIJTBSFBBOVOEFSTUBOEJOHPGUIFQPUFOUJBM BOEUIFDIBMMFOHFT PGDBSSZJOHPVUTZOUIFTJTPG
this kind; and, potentially, indications of new approaches to development-led archaeology,
given the high level of knowledge which we now have in some areas.
16.00-16.25 Commercial ﬁeldwork, grey literature and archaeological research: an
Anglo-Saxonist’s view
1SPGFTTPS+PIO#MBJSo5IF2VFFOT$PMMFHF 0YGPSE
%VSJOH UIFTQFBLFSIBTIFMEB-FWFSIVMNF.BKPS3FTFBSDI'FMMPXTIJQUP
reassess the landscape and settlement archaeology of mid to late Anglo-Saxon England,
JODMVEJOHBDPNQSFIFOTJWFUSBXMPGUIFAHSFZMJUFSBUVSF BOEIBTJOUFSWJFXFENBOZ
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digging archaeologists. This has brought some major advances, notably the discovery of
grid-planned landscapes in the east midlands on a hitherto unsuspected scale, and the
DPOmSNBUJPOUIBU|DMBTTJDSPXQMBOWJMMBHFTBSFFTTFOUJBMMZQPTU$PORVFTU)PXFWFS JUIBT
also raised serious concerns about the archiving, availability and long-term preservation
PG|HSFZMJUFSBUVSFSFQPSUT5IFTQFBLFSXJMMEFTDSJCFIJTFYQFSJFODFTBOETVHHFTUTPNF
possible ways forward.

16.25-16.50 The rural settlement of Roman Britain
1SPGFTTPS.JDIBFM'VMGPSEo6OJWFSTJUZPG3FBEJOH
5IF-FWFSIVMNF5SVTUJTGVOEJOHBZFBSQSPKFDU  BUUIF6OJWFSTJUZPG3FBEJOH
to research the rural settlement of Roman Britain. The project builds on pilot projects
VOEFSUBLFOXJUI/FJM)PMCSPPL $PUTXPME"SDIBFPMPHZ XJUIGVOEJOHGSPN&OHMJTI
)FSJUBHF UPFYQMPSFUIFWPMVNFBOETDPQFPGUIFVOQVCMJTIFEAHSFZMJUFSBUVSFQFSUBJOJOH
to Roman England as a whole. Those pilots demonstrated that the greatest knowledge gain
since the implementation of PPG 16 in 1990 had taken place in the countryside. The aim of
UIF-FWFSIVMNFQSPKFDUJTUPQSPEVDFBOFXTZOUIFTJTPGUIFFYDBWBUFEFWJEFODF FYQMPJUJOH
CPUIQVCMJTIFEBOEVOQVCMJTIFEAHSFZMJUFSBUVSF5IFTDPQFPGUIJTSFBTTFTTNFOUJTCFJOH
very considerably enhanced through English Heritage funding of Cotswold Archaeology
to ensure the maximum capture of data from, and full engagement with HERs and the
QSPGFTTJPO5IFFTUJNBUFEOVNCFSPGSFQPSUTUPCFBOBMZTFEJTBCPVU GPS3PNBO
England and Wales. The scope of the new assessment will range from the settlements and
UIFJSDPOTUJUVFOUQBSUTUPUIFJSmOET CPUINBUFSJBMBOECJPMPHJDBM BTXFMMBTUIFJSMPDBUJPO
and distribution in relation to geology and soils as well as Roman and modern topography.
The results will be published as a book and an interactive website hosted by the ADS,
6OJWFSTJUZPG:PSL4PNFQSFMJNJOBSZSFTVMUTGSPN&BTUFSO&OHMBOEBOEUIFmSTUSFHJPOBM
conference will be presented at the session. This paper will also consider how projects like
UIJTDBOIFMQNFFUUIFSFRVJSFNFOUGPSVOJWFSTJUZCBTFESFTFBSDIUPEFNPOTUSBUFAJNQBDU
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The impact of forensic archaeology on the Criminal Justice System
 4VJUFB
5IFTFTTJPOXJMMBEESFTTUXPDVSSFOUUIFNFT

5IFFGGFDUPGIJHIQSPmMFDBTFTBOENFEJBJOUFSFTUPOUIFTUBOEJOHBOEQSBDUJDFPG
forensic archaeology

$PPQFSBUJPOJO&VSPQFoSFQPSUCBDLPOUIFTU&VSPQFBO'PSFOTJD"SDIBFPMPHZ
meeting held in the Hague August 2012.
Management of expectations
It is essential that police investigation contains a press strategy that includes the fact that
the use of forensic archaeology and geophysics as part of a search strategy is not only to
mOECVSJFEPCKFDUTPSSFNBJOT CVUBMTPUPFMJNJOBUFBSFBTGSPNUIFJOWFTUJHBUJPOXJUIIJHI
EFHSFFPGDPOmEFODF"OFHBUJWFSFTVMUNBZCFWJFXFEBTBQPTJUJWFoSFDFOUMZUIJTIBTCFFO
TVDDFTTGVMMZEFNPOTUSBUFECZ6,JOWFTUJHBUPSTXIFSFUIFFNQIBTJTXBTPOAUIFFMJNJOBUJPO
factor and managing the public, and media, expectations.
6TJOHABQQSPWFEFYQFSUTBOEPSFYQFSUJTF
'SPNUIFIJHIQSPmMFDBTFTUIFQVCMJDOPXFYQFDUUIFJOWPMWFNFOUPGBGPSFOTJD
BSDIBFPMPHJTUJOBOZDBTFXIFSFUIFUBSHFUJTCVSJFE*ODPOKVODUJPOXJUIUIF'PSFOTJD
4DJFODF3FHVMBUPSUIF*G"IBTFTUBCMJTIFEBO&YQFSU1BOFM-JTUXIJDIOPXGPSNTBMJTU
IFMECZUIF/BUJPOBM1PMJDJOH*NQSPWFNFOU"HFODZ5IFTFTTJPOXJMMVQEBUFQBSUJDJQBOUT
PGEFWFMPQNFOUTXJUIJOGPSFOTJDSFHVMBUJPO UIFFWPMWJOHSPMFPGUIF/1*"BOEUIFOFXMZ
GPSNFE/BUJPOBM$SJNF"HFODZ*UXJMMSFWJFXIPXFGGFDUJWFUIFFTUBCMJTINFOUPGUIF
MJTUIBTCFFOBOEXIBUBSFUIFDSJUFSJBVTFECZQPMJDFUPTFMFDUFYQFSUTTVDIBT'PSFOTJD
Archaeologists?
Developments within Europe
0OUIF"VHVTU BUUFOEFFTGSPNDPVOUSJFTNFUBUUIF/FUIFSMBOET'PSFOTJD
*OTUJUVUFBUUIF)BHVF5IJTXBTBNFFUJOHKPJOUMZIPTUFECZUIF%VUDI/'*BOEUIF*G"
Expert Panel for European forensic archaeologists or other forensic practitioners who apply
forensic archaeological principles in their casework. The meeting reviewed a variety of
casework and practice from different European countries. This session will report back on
the content of the meeting and announce future developments regarding future European
meetings.

Abstracts
14.00-14.30 Introduction: Forensic archaeology in the UK, regulation and the IfA
3PC+BOBXBZ 6OJWFSTJUZPG#SBEGPSE $IBJSPG'PSFOTJD"SDIBFPMPHZ4*(
Since the 1980’s the use of archaeologists in police investigations have become more
XJEFTQSFBE*OIJHIQSPmMFDBTFTUIFQVCMJDOPXFYQFDUUIFJOWPMWFNFOUPGBGPSFOTJD
BSDIBFPMPHJTUJOBOZDBTFXIFSFUIFUBSHFUJTCVSJFE*ODPOKVODUJPOXJUIUIF'PSFOTJD
4DJFODF3FHVMBUPSUIF*G"IBTFTUBCMJTIFEBO&YQFSU1BOFM-JTUXIJDIOPXGPSNTBMJTU
IFMECZUIF/BUJPOBM$SJNF"HFODZ3FDFOUZFBSTIBWFTFFOBOVNCFSPGDIBOHFTUPUIF
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provision of forensic services to the police, changes to police organisation and structure.
Against this background this paper will review how effective the establishment of the
MJTUIBTCFFOBOEXIBUBSFUIFDSJUFSJBVTFECZQPMJDFUPTFMFDUFYQFSUTTVDIBT'PSFOTJD
Archaeologists?
14.30-15.00 Impact from integration
1SPGFTTPS+PIO)VOUFS 6OJWFSTJUZPG#JSNJOHIBN .-'
*O"QSJMMBTUZFBSUXPTFNJOBSTUPPLQMBDFPSHBOJTFEKPJOUMZCFUXFFOUIF UIFO /BUJPOBM
1PMJDJOH*NQSPWFNFOU"HFODZ /1*" BOEUIF"SUTBOE)VNBOJUJFT3FTFBSDI$PVODJM
")3$ 5IFQVSQPTFXBTUPBTTFTTUIFFYUFOUUPXIJDIBDBEFNJDSFTFBSDIoJOUIJTDBTF
SFMFWBOUBTQFDUTPGBSDIBFPMPHZoNJHIUCFOFmUQVCMJDTFSWJDFTBOEQPMJDZ UIFNBJOUISVTU
being in its application in searching for missing persons. The seminars drew a wide range
of specialist speakers from police forces, government, and the academic and commercial
DPNNVOJUJFTDPWFSJOH JOUFSBMJB UIFWBMVFPG(*4 BFSJBMJNBHFSZ MFWFMTPGDPOmEFODF 
landscape analysis and geophysical survey techniques, and in particular their integration.
This presentation will provide an overview of the seminars and the subsequent impact
made. Many of the themes and outcomes are contained within a forthcoming book The
'PSFOTJD3FDPWFSZPG#VSJFE3FNBJOT )VOUFS 4JNQTPOBOE4UVSEZ$PMMT DVSSFOUMZJO
press.
15.00-15.30 Update on the development of standards and accreditation by the British
Association for Forensic Anthropology (BAFA)
(BJMMF.BDLJOOPO 'PSFOTJD"OUISPQPMPHJTU"SDIBFPMPHJTU -($'PSFOTJDT 
5IF#SJUJTI"TTPDJBUJPOGPS'PSFOTJD"OUISPQPMPHZ #"'" IBTSFDFOUMZCFFOFTUBCMJTIFE
VOEFSUIFVNCSFMMBPGUIF#SJUJTI"TTPDJBUJPOGPS)VNBO*EFOUJmDBUJPO #")*% UPEFWFMPQ
BOEQSPNPUFQSPGFTTJPOBMTUBOEBSETBOEBDDSFEJUBUJPOPGUIFEJTDJQMJOFPG'PSFOTJD
"OUISPQPMPHZXJUIJOUIF6OJUFE,JOHEPNVOEFSUIFHVJEBODFPGUIF0GmDFPGUIF'PSFOTJD
Science Regulator.
The Royal Anthropological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland has agreed to be the
professional governing body and will oversee the quality and standards of professional
BDDSFEJUBUJPOGPS'PSFOTJD"OUISPQPMPHZBTEFWJTFECZ#"'"
"OPWFSWJFXPG#"'"T$PEFPG1SBDUJDF &UIJDT1SPGFTTJPOBM4UBOEBSET 'PSFOTJD
"OUISPQPMPHZ1SBDUJUJPOFS-FWFMT $POUJOVFE1SPGFTTJPOBM%FWFMPQNFOUBOE&YBNJOBUJPO
HVJEFMJOFTXJMMCFEJTDVTTFEXJUIJOUIFGSBNFXPSLPGBQQSPQSJBUFTDJFOUJmDRVBMJUZ
TUBOEBSETOPXCFJOHEFNBOEFECZUIF'PSFOTJD4DJFODF3FHVMBUPSBOEUIFDSJNJOBMKVTUJDF
system in the United Kingdom.
16.00-17.00 Developments within Europe
.JLF(SPFO /FUIFSMBOE'PSFOTJD*OTUJUVUF /JDIPMBT.ÈSRVF[(SBOU $FMMNBSL'PSFOTJD
4FSWJDFT BOE3PC+BOBXBZ 6OJWFSTJUZPG#SBEGPSE $IBJSPG'PSFOTJD"SDIBFPMPHZ4*(
0OUIF"VHVTU BUUFOEFFTGSPNDPVOUSJFTNFUBUUIF/FUIFSMBOET'PSFOTJD
*OTUJUVUFBUUIF)BHVF5IJTXBTBNFFUJOHKPJOUMZIPTUFECZUIF%VUDI/'*BOEUIF*G"
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'PSFOTJD"SDIBFPMPHZ&YQFSU1BOFM*UXBTBUUFOEFECZ&VSPQFBOGPSFOTJDBSDIBFPMPHJTUT
and other forensic practitioners who apply forensic archaeological principles in their
casework. The meeting reviewed a variety of casework and practice from different
European countries. This session will report back on the content of the meeting and
announce future developments including a 2nd European meeting to take place in The
Hague in August/September 2013. As a result of the 1st European meeting an application
XBTNBEFUPUIF&VSPQFBO/FUXPSLPG'PSFOTJD4DJFODF*OTUJUVUFT &/'4* UPFTUBCMJTIB
'PSFOTJD"SDIBFPMPHZQSPKFDUHSPVQ5IJTQSFTFOUBUJPOXJMMQSPWJEFBCSJFmOHSFHBSEJOH
UIFGVODUJPOPG&/'4*BOEJUTHSPVQT"TBSFTVMUPGUIFTFNFFUJOHTBOFXFEJUFECPPLJTJO
QSFQBSBUJPO'PSFOTJD"SDIBFPMPHZB(MPCBM1FSTQFDUJWF (SPFO .ÈSRVF[(SBOU +BOBXBZ
17.00-17.30 Forensic archaeology and the investigation of mass graves
$FDJMZ$SPQQFS $POTVMUBOU'PSFOTJD"SDIBFPMPHJTU
17.30 FASSIG AGM, EP AGM

A guide to business start up and registration
 4VJUFC
Workshop organised by Kirsten Collins, IfA
In recent months the sector has seen an increase in the setup of small businesses and a rise
in applications from companies wishing to become Registered Organisations with the IfA.
This workshop training session, run by IfA, offers delegates a chance to learn the best route
to follow for starting up any business and some practical advice on getting registered. The
session includes a guide to the importance of risk management and insurance, hearing
from specialist insurers with 12 yrs experience of working with archaeologists in how
these factors contribute to the success of any business. In addition, you will hear from the
directors and senior management of currently Registered Organisations about the process
BOECFOFmUTPG*G"SFHJTUSBUJPO BOEIBWFUIFPQQPSUVOJUZUPUFTUESJWFZPVSCVTJOFTT
through the registration process with IfA Standards Compliance Manager, Kirsten Collins.
The session is divided into four learning stations, each providing valuable insights into
business start-up and management.
Station 1, Business Start Up, will provide you with an essential checklist for setting up your
business, managing your risks and keeping on top of the demands of running a business.
Station 2, Insurance and liability, will introduce you to the terminology and meanings
behind insuring your business, how you should go about covering you, your business and
ZPVSTUBGGJOUIFXPSLZPVDBSSZPVUoBOEXIZJUJTJNQPSUBOUUPHFUUIFSJHIUDPWFS
Station 3, Standards and ethics, covers how you can ensure that the projects you
undertake are done to the highest standards, and looks at how the available standards and
guidance can relate to ethical practice and accountability.
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Station 4, Getting registered, gives you the chance to test drive your business in an
application for registration with the IfA RO scheme. You will learn what the RO scheme
is all about and how organisations are assessed, giving you the opportunity to ask if your
business would stand up to the challenge.
The workshop will be designed so that the order that you visit each station does not matter.
5IFHSPVQXJMMCFEJWJEFEJOUPGPVSHSPVQTPGmWFQFPQMFBOEFBDIHSPVQXJMMTQFOE
minutes at each station. If you want to test drive your business, it would be worth you
familiarising yourself with the IfA RO application form. You can still take part in this session
if you don’t do this, but you will get more out of it if you come armed with questions!
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Thursday 18 April
Morning programme
Discussion
Making the past work for the future: urban design and the historic environment
Room Suite 1
 &OHMJTI)FSJUBHFDPOTUSVDUJWFDPOTFSWBUJPO
 #PC(IPTI)FSJUBHFBTTFUTCBMBODJOHDPOTFSWBUJPOXJUIDPNNFSDJBMJUZ
10.10-10.30 Bob Sydes - York, a study in conservation
 +PIO-BXTPO"MJOFUISPVHI&EJOCVSHIBSDIBFPMPHZBOE&EJOCVSHIUSBNT
 %JTDVTTJPO
11.00-11.30 Coffee
 +PF)PMZPBL1MBDFNBLJOHBOENFNPSZ
 4JNPO%FMBIVOUZ'PSSFTUBOE.JLF)PEEFS%FTJHO SFHFOFSBUJPOBOEUIF 
historic environment in Birmingham
12.40-13.00 Discussion
Discussion
The Akond of Swat and the archaeological record
Room Suite 4A
9.30-9.40
Duncan H Brown - Introduction
9.40-10.00 David Knight - Does he drink small beer from a silver jug? Or a bowl? Or a
glass? Or a cup? Or a mug?
10.00-10.20 Phil Mills - The sampling of CBM
10.20-10.40 Helen Parslow - “Two owls and a wren, four larks and a hen”; Good practice
in archaeological archiving
10.40-11.00 Discussion
11.00-11.30 Coffee
 3BDIFM&EXBSETo"SDIBFPMPHJDBMBSDIJWFTBOENVTFVNTUIFTVSWFZ 
and recommendations
 $4UFQIFO#SJHHT5IFJNQBDUPGFBSMZOFXTQSJOUPOUIFBSDIBFPMPHJDBM

record
 (JPWBOOB'SFHOJ3FDPOTUSVDUJOHSFBMJUZPSSFBMJUZJOSFDPOTUSVDUJPO 

Prehistory as seen through the reconstruction of roundhouses
 %BWJE"MMFO%PFTIFTUVEZUIFXBOUTPGIJTPXOEPNJOJPO 0SEPFTOUIF 
care for public opinion a JOT?
 %JTDVTTJPO
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Seminar
The social beneﬁt of archaeology
Room Suite 6
 ,BUF(FBSZo*OUSPEVDUJPO
 $BSPMJOF1VEOFZ$BTFTUVEZ.035"3*".PUJWBUJOH0GGFOEFS 

Rehabilitation through Archaeological Recording, Investigation and Analysis
 3PC)FEHF$BTFTUVEZ5IFVOTFFOQBTUBDBTFTUVEZJOBSDIBFPMPHZBOE
visual impairment
 +BOFU#BJMFZ$BTFTUVEZ:PVUIFOHBHFNFOU
 $BTFTUVEZ8&"*ODMVTJWFBSDIBFPMPHZFEVDBUJPOQSPKFDUoBTIPSUmMN
 2"TFTTJPO
11.00-11.30 Coffee
 +PIO4DIPmFMEo8FBSFBMMBSDIBFPMPHJTUTOPX)FSJUBHFQSBDUJDF FUIJDTBOE


UIF'BSP$POWFOUJPO
 %JTDVTTJPOXIBUEPXFNFBOCZTPDJBMCFOFmU 8IBUEPXFNFBOCZ

impact? How can we demonstrate it more effectively?
Workshop
Digital data and the archaeological record
Room Suite 4b
9.30-11.00 Training workshop provided by Archaeology Data Service
Workshop
The practicalities of using social media
Room Suite 4b
11.30-13.00 Training workshop provided by IfA Information Management SIG
Workshop
Portfolio assessments for graphics archaeologists: guidance and advice
3PPN 4VJUFF
10.00-13.00 Guidance and advice workshop provided by IfA Graphics Archeology Group
AGM
 (SBQIJD"SDIBFPMPHZ(SPVQo4VJUF
 *OGPSNBUJPO.BOBHFNFOU4*(o4VJUFC
 7PMVOUBSZBOEDPNNVOJUZ4*(o4VJUF
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Making the past work for the future - urban design and the historic environment
9.30-13.00, Suite 1
This session will consider opportunities to make waves and design and demonstrate impact
in the context of urban regeneration. Going a step further than avoidance or exclusion of
heritage assets, engineering solutions to preserve them, and lines in the ground to interpret
them, innovative design can make the most of the contribution of the historic environment
UPMPDBMEJTUJODUJWFOFTTBOEBTFOTFPGQMBDFBTXFMMBTSFDPHOJTJOHUIFJOUSJOTJDTJHOJmDBODF
of heritage assets. This can range from retention and celebration of historic street patterns
and the reﬂection of property boundaries in building design to hard and soft landscaping
that is both inspired by and interprets heritage assets.
The session is intended to attract a range of professionals including urban designers,
architects and landscape architects. It will include case studies to demonstrate what can
CFBDIJFWFEBOEBMTPBDLOPXMFEHFEJGmDVMUJFTBOEDIBMMFOHFTJOQFSDFQUJPOT EFTJHOBOE
implementation. A review of Birmingham’s experiences and achievements will include the
medieval manor house, burgage plots and canals in the city centre and Metchley Roman
fort in Edgbaston, as an introduction to site visits.
0SHBOJTFST.JLF)PEEFS #JSNJOHIBN$JUZ$PVODJM BOE*BO(FPSHF &OHMJTI)FSJUBHF
$IBJS*BO(FPSHF &OHMJTI)FSJUBHF
Session sponsored by
9.30-9.50
Constructive conservation
English Heritage
9.50-10.10 Heritage assets; balancing conservation with commerciality
#PC(IPTI %JSFDUPS ,"SDIJUFDUT .BTUFSQMBOOFSTBOE1SPKFDU.BOBHFST
5IFTFTTJPOXJMMGPDVTPOUIFUFOTJPOTCFUXFFOGVMmMMJOHBDPNNFSDJBMEFWFMPQNFOUCSJFG
and sound conservation practice. This will include a series of case studies in Birmingham.
5IFQSPKFDUTXJMMJODMVEF8BSXJDL#BS BDBOBMTJEFTJUFPGTJHOJmDBOUBSDIBFPMPHJDBMBOE
BSDIJUFDUVSBMJOUFSFTU 5IF(SBEF**MJTUFE$FOUSBM'JSF4UBUJPO XIFSFUIFBSDIJUFDUTXFSF
expected to achieve an exceptionally high residential density and The Clock Tower - a
distressed Council asset that was sold to a private developer to create a mix of new uses.
The presentation will also touch on current projects and competition entries, including. The
Woodman public house, which sits within the new Eastside City Park, the conversion of the
Christopher Wray lighting factory and The Roundhouse, a former stable block for horses
working on the Canal.
10.10-10.30 York; a study in conservation
#PC4ZEFT :PSL$JUZ$PVODJM
York is a relatively small city with big ambitions. It has aspirations to become a World
)FSJUBHF4JUFBOEJOEFFEJTBMSFBEZBTJHOJmDBOUJOUFSOBUJPOBMWJTJUPSBUUSBDUJPO*UJTUIF
only English city with a complete circuit of medieval defensive walls and possesses one
PG&VSPQFTmOFTUHPUIJDDBUIFESBMT*UXBT GPSDFOUVSJFTBDJUZTFDPOEPOMZUP-POEPO
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in political, religious and economic terms and it has a proud history of conservation
going back to the 16th century when the good citizens of York took exception to plans
for demolishing Clifford’s Tower. Heritage has long been recognised as a key economic
driver not just for the city but for the Yorkshire and Humber region as recognised by the
GPSNFSSFHJPOBMEFWFMPQNFOUBHFODZ :PSLTIJSF'PSXBSEXIPDPGVOEFEUIFDSFBUJPOPGB
York renaissance team to ensure that this USP was not lost or watered down. This paper
will examine some of the challenges now facing conservation in the city in the face of the
FDPOPNJDEPXOUVSO UIFEFNJTFPG:PSLTIJSF'PSXBSEBOEJOLFFQJOH:PSLCVJMEJOHGPSUIF
future and maintaining and enhancing its economic resilience. It will consider how a raft of
JOJUJBUJWFTTVQQPSUFECZ:PSLTIJSF'PSXBSEBOE&OHMJTI)FSJUBHFBSFCFJOHJNQMFNFOUFEBOE
how these might positively impact on an economically lean future.
10.30-10.50 A line through Edinburgh. Archaeology and Edinburgh trams
+PIO-BXTPO "SDIBFPMPHZ0GmDFS $JUZPG&EJOCVSHI$PVODJM
5IF5SBN1SPKFDUIBTCFFOPOFPG&EJOCVSHI$PVODJMTMBSHFTUBOEIJHIFTUQSPmMF
infrastructure projects over the last decade. This talk will give a personal over view of
the challenges of managing the archaeological elements of the project and discus the
TJHOJmDBOUBSDIBFPMPHJDBMEJTDPWFSJFTNBEFBMPOHJUTSPVUFJODMVEJOHNVMUJQFSJPE
prehistoric and medieval settlement near Edinburgh Airport, evidence for the lost 16th
DFOUVSZ$IBQFM-FQFS)PTQJUBMPG(SFFOTJEFBOEUIFFYDBWBUJPOPGDCVSJBMTGSPN
-FJUI
11.35-11.55 Placemaking and memory
+PF)PMZPBL "SDIJUFDUBOE6SCBO%FTJHOFS
Placemaking has become a frequently-used synonym for the practice of urban design. With
JMMVTUSBUJPOTGSPNUISFFDVSSFOUBSFBTPGJOWPMWFNFOUJO#JSNJOHIBNTGBCSJDoUIF#BMTBMM
)FBUI/FJHICPVSIPPE%FWFMPQNFOU1MBO UIFSFHFOFSBUJPOPG%JHCFUI BOEUIFDBNQBJHO
UPQSFWFOUUIFEFNPMJUJPOPGUIF$FOUSBM-JCSBSZoUIJTUBMLXJMMDPOTJEFSXIZUIJTJTTP BOE
how an attention to the tangible presence of elements of historical memory can contribute
UPUIFDPOTUSVDUJPOPGBOEFFQFOFETFOTFPGQMBDF XIJDIDBOCSJOHCFOFmUUPUIFRVBMJUZPG
life of people who inhabit these locations.
11.55- 12.40 Design, regeneration and the historic environment in Birmingham
4JNPO%FMBIVOUZ'PSSFTUBOE.JLF)PEEFS %FTJHOBOE$POTFSWBUJPO #JSNJOHIBN$JUZ
$PVODJM
This paper will consider how existing and emerging policy documents and development
frameworks ensure that the historic environment plays a positive role in enhancing design
quality the city’s regeneration. It will describe how this is implemented through internal
organisational arrangements and will stress the importance of working in partnership with
developers. Case studies will include projects in progress such as the “Beorma Quarter”
development and the Southern Gateway in the city centre, and the recently completed
Queen Elizabeth Hospital Plaza which protects and interprets part of Metchley Roman fort.
There will also be a short introduction to the afternoon excursion Heritage and regeneration
JO#JSNJOHIBN$JUZ$FOUSF .JLF)PEEFS BSPVOE#JSNJOHIBNT&BTUTJEFBOE%JHCFUI
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The Akond of Swat and the archaeological record
9.30-13.00 Suite 4a
Who or why or which or what? Two aspects of the archaeological record have merited
JODSFBTJOHFYBNJOBUJPOSFDFOUMZ5IF*G"4(TPO"SDIBFPMPHJDBM.BUFSJBMTBOE
Archaeological Archives, where the emphasis is, in part, on the importance of the longterm products of research on archaeological assemblages, are being reviewed as part
of a broader strategy to assess their impact and continuing relevance. The principle that
consistent approaches to analysis and archive management ensure the accessibility and
future value of the information we gather should underpin everything we do and this is
worth revisiting at a time when archaeologists are being encouraged to ease planning
constraints and reduce the pressure on museum stores.
Meanwhile, one strand of the Society of Museum Archaeologists/English Heritage
A"SDIBFPMPHJDBM"SDIJWFT3FWJFXOPXJOJUTmOBMTUBHFTPGQSFQBSBUJPO JTBOBUUFNQUUP
determine what uses are made of archaeological archives once they reach the repository.
Although the relevant information was not always easy to obtain, the actual answer is quite
DMFBSMZANBOZBOEWBSJFE
In part, this session will look at current practice in creating and compiling the
BSDIBFPMPHJDBMSFDPSEXJUIUIFBJNPGQSPNPUJOHEJTDVTTJPOPGBQQSPBDIFTUPmOETBOEUIFJS
implication for archives, in particular the issues of on-site recovery, selection strategies and
recording requirements as well as publication and dissemination. Contributors may include
TQFDJBMJTUTJOWPMWFEJOUIFDSFBUJPOBOENBJOUFOBODFPGBSDIJWFT GSFFMBODFmOETTQFDJBMJTUT 
UIPTFXPSLJOHGPSDPOUSBDUPSTBOEUIPTFSFTFBSDIJOHmOETJOBDBEFNJDJOTUJUVUJPOT
The second half will use the results of the SMA survey, where they involve the use of
information gathered from archaeological projects as the basis for presenting case studies
in post-deposition use of the archaeological record. It is intended that these will range
GSPNUIFUPQPGUIFTDBMF BEFEJDBUFENVTFVN TIFMWFTPGQVCMJTIFESFQPSUT BOETJUFUSBJM
DPNQMFUFXJUIBQQT UPUIFNPSFMPXMZDBUFHPSJFTXIFSFPOMZXPSLTPGTZOUIFTJTPSMPDBM
interest are involved.
We are looking from contributions on creating, compiling and using the archaeological
record. Someone, or nobody, knows I wot.
4FTTJPOPSHBOJTFST%BWJE"MMFO %VODBO)#SPXO 3BDIFM&EXBSET 1IJM.JMMT
Abstracts
9.30-9.40
Introduction
Duncan Brown

Session sponsored by

9.40-10.00

Does he drink small beer from a silver jug? Or a bowl? Or a glass? Or a
cup? Or a mug?
%BWJE,OJHIU 1SFIJTUPSJD$FSBNJDT3FTFBSDI(SPVQ +BOF&WBOT 4UVEZ(SPVQGPS3PNBO
1PUUFSZ BOE%VODBO#SPXO .FEJFWBM1PUUFSZ3FTFBSDI(SPVQ
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Pottery can obviously answer many questions beyond the Akond of Swat’s drinking
customs, but only if collected, recorded and analysed to an acceptable standard. There
is increasing concern amongst ceramic specialists of all periods that increasing pressures
upon excavation budgets are impacting adversely upon standards of archiving, analysis
and reporting, and to address this issue we suggest that thought be given to the production
of a single document bringing together the recommendations of the three pottery period
groups. This, we hope, will ease the burden upon curators, contractors and consultants
struggling under mountains of guidance documents, and expedite the development of
schemes of treatment that ensure appropriate emphasis is placed upon ceramic analysis.
We will consider in this paper the merits of a single guidance document, its relationship to
current ceramic guidelines, the topics it should consider and proposals for moving forwards
with this initiative. Taking a wider perspective, we are keen to explore the opportunities for
FOIBODFEMJBJTPOCFUXFFOUIFQFSJPEHSPVQToJOUIJTSFTQFDU CVJMEJOHVQPOBQSFTFOUBUJPO
at the recent Insight from Innovation conference at the University of Southampton, where
we presented jointly a paper upon innovation in prehistoric, Roman and post-Roman
ceramic studies.
10.00-10.20 The sampling of CBM
Dr Phil Mills MIfA
$FSBNJD#VJMEJOH.BUFSJBM $#. JTBOVOVTVBMBSUFGBDUUZQF JOUIBUJUDBOCFGPVOEJOMBSHF
RVBOUJUJFTEVSJOHmFMEXPSL5IJTDBOMFBEUPMPHJTUJDBMQSPCMFNT BOEIBTMFEUPSBEJDBM
sampling methods being implemented without the input of a suitable accredited specialist.
Recent work has shown that this material acts as regionally traded commodity of high status
in a number of periods, and so provides important information about economic patterns, as
well as social status and the identity.
This paper will provide pointers about how sampling, recording and discard strategies
implemented and reviewed throughout an archaeological project can help maximise the
information extracted from this artefact type in time and cost effective ways.
10.20-10.40 “Two owls and a wren, four larks and a hen”; Good practice in
archaeological archiving
)FMFO1BSTMPX "MCJPO"SDIBFPMPHZBOE)POPSBSZ5SFBTVSFSPGUIF*'"4QFDJBM*OUFSFTU
(SPVQGPS"SDIBFPMPHJDBM"SDIJWFT
Recently IfA Archaeological Archives Group has been running regional workshops to
promote good practice in archaeological archives. We have been encouraging and
promoting the sessions to all involved in the archaeological community including County
"SDIBFPMPHJTUT $POUSBDUJOH6OJUT $POTVMUBOUT .VTFVNTBOE'JOET4QFDJBMJTUT
We have looked at many aspects of the archive and trying as this session asks to produce a
“consistent approaches to archive management” but especially to look at this on a regional
level. We have looked at the current various regional issues and at the problems faced by
BSDIBFPMPHJDBMVOJUTXIPBSFEFBMJOHXJUITFWFSBMNVTFVNTBOEUIFEJGmDVMUJFTGBDFECZ
them with the issue of different requirements for each, and ways that we can overcome
them.. or not!
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We have been particularly encouraged by the number of people attending from most of the
community and the positive attitude that has been shown. We have found how those who
work in the same county have never met or discussed archive requirements or deposition,
FTQFDJBMMZBTNVTFVNDVSBUPSTBSFIBWJOHEJGmDVMUJFTBOEBSFVOEFSmOBODJBMQSFTTVSF8F
have now had feedback from the initial four workshops and will be discussing what was
gained by all sectors of our community. This paper will explore the lessons learnt from
the workshops and their attendees and how we can develop a better understanding of
everyone’s role for the archive at least on a regional if not a national level. We are hoping
that people attending this session who have not already been to one of our workshops will
come to one of our future ones or encourage others to do so.
11.30-11.50 Archaeological archives and museums 2012: the survey and
recommendations
3BDIFM&EXBSET "SCPSFUVN"SDIBFPMPHJDBM$POTVMUBODZ
This paper sits neatly between the two halves of this session. It will introduce the survey
DBSSJFEPVUJOXIJDIXBTJOGPSNFECZADVSSFOUQSBDUJDFJODSFBUJOHBOEDPNQJMJOHUIF
BSDIBFPMPHJDBMSFDPSE BOEXIJDIBMTPJOWFTUJHBUFEAUIFVTFPGJOGPSNBUJPOHBUIFSFEGSPN
archaeological projects’. A survey of museums across England that accept or have accepted
archaeological archives was carried out on behalf of the Society of Museum Archaeologists
BOE&OHMJTI)FSJUBHF XJUIBTTJTUBODFGSPNUIF'FEFSBUJPOPG"SDIBFPMPHJDBM.BOBHFSTBOE
Employers in surveying archaeological contracting organisations. The survey led to a series
of eight recommendations, discussed at a cross-sector seminar held in March 2013.
&EXBSE-FBSSFNBJOFERVJUFVODFSUBJOBCPVUBOZGBDUTBUBMMDPODFSOJOHUIF"LPOEPG4XBU 
other than his existence, in the 23 verses of his poem and its footnote. Although it was
EJGmDVMUUPFYUSBDUJOGPSNBUJPOBCPVUTPNFBTQFDUTPGUIFVTFPGBSDIBFPMPHJDBMBSDIJWFT
and particularly about other collections in museums, the survey was able to gather a
considerable number of facts and to come to some useful conclusions. The paper will
JOUSPEVDFUIFQFSUJOFOUAXIPPSXIJDIPSXIZPSXIBUSFTVMUJOHGSPNUIFQSPKFDUBOEUIF
seminar on the recommendations.
The survey report and recommendations are available at www.socmusarch.org.uk/docs/
Archaeological-archives-and-museums-2012.pdf
11.50-12.10 The impact of early newsprint on the archaeological records
$4UFQIFO#SJHHT *OEFQFOEFOUSFTFBSDIFS
A vast amount of newsprint has become available digitally over the past decade at home
and abroad. Although probably aimed at the genealogical and social historical sectors, it is
proving to have great potential as a source of archaeological and architectural information
oJOQBQFSTBTGBSCBDLBT.ZPXOJOUSPEVDUJPOUPUIFSFTPVSDFXBTJOUFOEFEUPHBJO
a better understanding of how archaeology was organised during the 19th century, and how
early archaeologists/antiquarians were seen by their contemporaries. But it soon became
evident that newspapers often contained original accounts of artefact and site discoveries
oFWFOPGFBSMZFYDBWBUJPOT"NPOHUIFNBUVSJOHPVUDPNFTPGNZPXOTFBSDIFTJTB
QSPKFDUUPUSBOTDSJCFBDDPVOUTPGVQUPMBSHFMZVOLOPXOFBSMZCSPO[FBHFCVSJBMTGSPN
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4DPUMBOE HSBOUBJEFECZUIF4PDJFUZPG"OUJRVBSJFTPG4DPUMBOE "OFWFONPSFFYUFOTJWF
QSPKFDUJOUFOETUPQVCMJTIBOEPSDPNQMFNFOUBSJMZUPUSBOTDSJCFDAOFXNFEJFWBM
and later coin hoards, making them accessible to numismatic researchers probably through
BNVTFVNXFCTJUF JEFOUJUZZFUUPCFDPOmSNFE "OFBSMZJNQBDUPGUIBUTFBSDIJOHJTB
SJTFJOUIFSFDPSEPG$JWJM8BS$PJO)PBSET0UIFSAOFXmOETPSSFQSPWFOBODJOHT
PGBSUFGBDUTJODMVEFTUPOFJNQMFNFOUT HPMEPSOBNFOUT CSPO[FIPBSET BAOFXMBUFCSPO[F
age cauldron, and an account detailing the original discovery of the iconic Torrs Chamfrein
4DPUUJTI$FMUJD*SPO"HFCSPO[FQPOZIFBEQJFDF XIJDIIFMQTEFCVOLTFWFSBMUIFPSJFT
about its construction.
One dataset that has rekindled an old interest, is the large number of human bodies that
found their way into British-Irish peatbogs during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.
Contemporary accounts of how they got there give an impression that some had been
ritually killed by their neighbours or tenants! Many other topics I have only dabbled in
await exhaustive exploration by others with the time and inclination to explore further.
These might include Roman coin hoards and burials, Roman and Medieval tombstones,
descriptions of churches before nineteenth-century restoration, shipwrecks, descriptions
PGIPVTFT FTUBUFT HBSEFOT GBSNT XBSSFOT EPNFTUJDBOEDPNNFSDJBMJOEVTUSJFT BTXFMMBT
MBSHFSFOUFSQSJTFT oUIFMBUUFSCFJOHPGUFOEFUBJMFEJOBEWFSUJTFNFOUT
&YBNQMFTXJMMCFHJWFOPGIPXTPNFPGUIFTFmOEJOHTBSFIFMQJOHUPTPMWFBSDIBFPMPHJDBM
QSPCMFNT BOEUPQPTFOFXPOFT 
The research potential offered by early newspapers is almost endless. It is now clear that old
newsprint preserves an information resource about many important oft-forgotten vernacular
BDUJWJUJFTBTXFMMBTPGmDJBMPOFTGPSXIJDIOPPUIFSSFDPSEXBTFWFSNBEF
12.10-12.30 Reconstructing reality or reality in reconstruction? Prehistory as seen
through the reconstruction of roundhouses
&(JPWBOOB'SFHOJ 1I%DBOEJEBUF 6OJWFSTJUZPG4IFGmFME
An important feature of exhibiting heritage is the recreation of prehistoric houses. Because
everything that was above the ground is missing from the archaeological record, these
buildings must be reconstructed from the scant the evidence provided by postholes and
driplines. This results in houses that are recreated on best guesses. As a result, these houses
may reveal more about modern perceptions of the past than past living situations.
The presentation of the past has important implications for how archaeology and heritage
is appreciated by the public. Roundhouses are frequently presented without furnishings
or material culture, thus creating an impression of impoverishment. In light of this, it is
important to ask how these constructions affect modern views of the past and how that past
comes to be valued.
With heritage facing more funding cuts it is important that the public’s perception of the
past is one that has a more balanced vision of life in prehistory, and a past that is valued by
all.
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12.30-12.50 Does he study the wants of his own dominion? Or doesn’t he care for public
opinion a JOT?
%BWF"MMFO ,FFQFSPG"SDIBFPMPHZ "SUT.VTFVNT4FSWJDF)$$
5IFSFTOPEFOZJOHUIBUUIFHSFBUFTUJNQBDUGPSBSDIBFPMPHJDBMmOETJTUIFBDUVBMNPNFOU
of discovery, or at least the broadcasting or retelling of that moment in print, in a display,
PSJODSFBTJOHMZ UISPVHIPUIFSNFEJB#VUPOMZBUJOZGSBDUJPOPGUIFNBOZmOETNBEFFBDI
ZFBSNBLFJUUPUIFGSPOUQBHF NVTFVNHBMMFSZ PSTJMWFSTDSFFO'PSUIFNBKPSJUZ BOEUIF
archives they help populate, a page in a report, a digital listing and a box on a repository
shelf is they best they can hope for.
#VUUIFSFJTBSPMFGPSNPTU JGOPUBMM PGUIFTFAVHMZEVDLMJOHT"XFMMFTUBCMJTIFENVTFVN
service, even though subject to the same pressures as the rest of the sector, has many calls
upon archaeological material and archaeological archives.
This presentation, using Hampshire as an example, will look brieﬂy at sites which can still
boast their own dedicated exhibitions, general displays which tell the story of a particular
BSFBBOEUIFTUPSFEBSDIJWFT XIJDISFDFJWFTJHOJmDBOUWJTJUTGSPNBDBEFNJDSFTFBSDIFSTBOE
increasing enquiries from local groups pursuing local initiatives.
12.50-13.00 Discussion

The social beneﬁt of archaeology: demonstrating impact
o 4VJUF
"TBSDIBFPMPHJTUT XFLOPXUIBUBSDIBFPMPHZIBTBOJNQBDUoBOEBCFOFmUCFZPOEBO
increased understanding of aspects of the past. But how do we demonstrate that impact to
the wider world?
The rise of community archaeology has led to archaeologists working with an ever more
diverse range of individuals and groups across the UK and beyond. In many cases, the
AQPJOUPGUIJTXPSLHPFTXBZCFZPOEBSDIBFPMPHJDBMJOWFTUJHBUJPOJOUPUIFSFBMNTPGTPDJBM
inclusion, integration and rehabilitation. Its impact on the lives of those involved is much
greater than the discovery of material remains or evidence of past communities.
This session is about the practice of archaeology, not its results. It will explore what it is
about archaeology that makes it such a good tool for reaching out to different audiences
XIPNJHIUPUIFSXJTFCFDMBTTFEBTEJGmDVMU FYDMVEFEPSQFSJQIFSBM"CPWFBMM JUJTBCPVU
the impact of archaeology on lives and how that impact can be demonstrated.
0SHBOJTFST,BUF(FBSZ *G" BOE5BSB+BOF4VUDMJGGF $#"
Session sponsored by
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Abstracts
9:30-9.45
Introduction
,BUF(FBSZ *G"
9:45-10.00

Case study 1: MORTARIA: Motivating Offender Rehabilitation through
Archaeological Recording, Investigation and Analysis
$BSPMJOF1VEOFZ $#"$PNNVOJUZ"SDIBFPMPHJTU $"%8
$PNNVOJUZ"SDIBFPMPHZIBT UPEBUF IFMQFEUIPVTBOET JGOPUNJMMJPOT FJUIFSEJTDPWFS
archaeology or expand their experience of the discipline. It is, however, becoming
increasingly apparent that there still remain sections of society who have not been fortunate
FOPVHIUPCFOFmUGSPNUIFTLJMMTBOECFIBWJPVSTUIBUFOHBHFNFOUXJUIBSDIBFPMPHZDBO
offer. These groups are often the economically and socially disadvantaged and include
JOEJWJEVBMTXIPBSFHFOFSBMMZOPUJOQPTJUJPOTUPCFOFmUGSPNTVDIMJGFDIBODFT
Archaeology has something truly unique to offer. The wide and varied nature of the
discipline means that it can appeal to a range of individuals and can genuinely help to
address wider social and cultural issues. This paper seeks to investigate how we can offer
BVUIFOUJDPQQPSUVOJUJFTUISPVHIBSDIBFPMPHZCZGPDVTTJOHPOUIF.035"3*" .PUJWBUJOH
0GGFOEFS3FIBCJMJUBUJPO5ISPVHI"SDIBFPMPHJDBM3FDPSEJOH *OWFTUJHBUJPOBOE"OBMZTJT 
project. The MORTARIA project is an archaeological pilot project initiated by Cadw’s
$#"$PNNVOJUZ"SDIBFPMPHZ5SBJOJOH1MBDFNFOU XJUITVQQPSUGSPNUIF/BUJPOBM3PNBO
-FHJPOBSZ.VTFVN $BFSMFPOBOEJODPOKVODUJPOXJUI).1:0*1BSD #SJEHFOEBOEBJNT
to assist in the education and rehabilitation of offenders in South Wales.

10:00-10.15 Case study 2: The unseen past: a case study in archaeology and visual
impairment
3PC)FEHF $#"#VSTBSZ1MBDFNFOU 8PSDFTUFSTIJSF"SDIJWFBOE"SDIBFPMPHZ4FSWJDF
"SDIBFPMPHZJTBWJTVBMEJTDJQMJOF'SPNUIFJOJUJBMJEFOUJmDBUJPOPGGFBUVSFTUPUIF.VOTFMM
chart, visual imagery permeates virtually all aspects of archaeological practice. This is
SFnFDUFEJOPVSJOUFSBDUJPOTXJUIUIFQVCMJDTJUFUPVSTWJFXUIFBSDIBFPMPHZGSPNUIFUSFODI
edge, removed from the tactile, auditory and olfactory qualities of material remains that
archaeologists value and bemoan in equal measure.
7JTVBMJTBUJPOJTBWBMVBCMFUPPM)PXFWFS UIF3/*#FTUJNBUFTUIBUNJMMJPOQFPQMFJOUIF
UK live with sight loss, of whom 360,000 are registered blind or partially sighted. Attempts
to relate information about the past to blind people have too often focused upon conveying
the experience of a sighted person. Awareness of the value of allowing the visually impaired
to explore heritage through their own senses is growing; there is increasing recognition of
UIFCFOFmUTUPQBSUJDJQBOUTPGFOHBHJOHXJUIUIFBSDIBFPMPHJDBMQSPDFTT5IJTQBQFSGPDVTFT
upon a programme developed by Worcestershire Archive and Archaeology Service with
students from a local school for the visually impaired. Excavations on the site of Worcester’s
new library are being used to explore the archaeology of the area through in-depth
examination of artefact properties, oral histories and 3-dimensional tactile phase mapping.
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10:15-10.30 Case study 3: Community archaeologist - youth engagement
+BOFU#BJMFZ (MBNPSHBO(XFOU"SDIBFPMPHJDBM5SVTU
This paper explores the impact of the CBA Community Archaeology Training Placements in
heritage organisations in Wales through case studies of work carried out by bursary holders
since 2011. It will attempt to analyse the outcomes for communities and present this in light
of future funding of community archaeology projects and proposed changes to heritage
policies in Wales.
10:30 Case study 4: WEA Inclusive Archaeology Education Project – a short ﬁlm
The Inclusive Archaeology Education Project has been developed by the WEA in Yorkshire
and the Humber to provide opportunities for people under-represented in archaeology
UPMFBSOBCPVUBOEQBSUJDJQBUFJOBSDIBFPMPHZ4VQQPSUFECZUIF/BUJPOBM-PUUFSZUISPVHI
UIF)FSJUBHF-PUUFSZ'VOE UIFUISFFZFBSQSPKFDUXJMMFOBCMFQFPQMF JODMVEJOHBEVMUT
XJUIMFBSOJOHEJGmDVMUJFT NFOUBMIFBMUITFSWJDFVTFST BEVMUTXJUIQIZTJDBMEJTBCJMJUJFTBOE
members of black, asian and minority ethnic communities to get involved in archaeology.
The project will operate in ten local hubs across the region and we will work closely with
partner organisations including universities, museums, heritage sites and support services.
10:45-11.00 Q&A session
11.30-12.00 ‘We are all archaeologists now’: heritage practice, ethics and the Faro
Convention
+PIO4DIPmFME 6OJWFSTJUZPG:PSL
"OFUIJDBMBQQSPBDIUPIFSJUBHF JODMVEJOHBSDIBFPMPHJDBM QSBDUJDFXJMMCFPOFUIBUBDDPSET
with moral principles - the principles of right and wrong. One might frame this in terms
PGFJUIFSBVUJMJUBSJBOQFSTQFDUJWF JOXIJDINPSBMQSJODJQMFTBSFHVJEFECZUIFFEJDUAUIF
HSFBUFTUHPPEGPSUIFHSFBUFTUOVNCFSPSCZBCFMJFGUIBUJOEJWJEVBMTIBWFAOBUVSBMSJHIUT
to life, liberty and property. This paper takes as its starting point the fact there are moral
principles, and that a reasonable assumption is that they should be applied in a consistent
NBOOFS6TJOHUIFSFMBUFEDPOUFYUTPGUIF6OJWFSTBM%FDMBSBUJPOPG)VNBO3JHIUT  
BOEUIF'SBNFXPSL$POWFOUJPOPOUIF7BMVFPG)FSJUBHFGPS4PDJFUZ $PVODJMPG
&VSPQF UIJTQBQFSEFmOFTIPXUIFJNQMFNFOUBUJPOPG'BSPDBOQSPNPUFBOFUIJDBM
approach to heritage, not least in terms of widening participation across the full range of
TPDJBMBOEDVMUVSBMEJWFSTJUZ'PMMPXJOHBCSJFGHFOFSBMEJTDVTTJPOPGIFSJUBHFFUIJDTBTUIFZ
relate to participation and ownership, some brief examples will illustrate how heritage
practice can be inclusive; how it can unite, enliven and empower.

12.00-13.00 Discussion: what do we mean by social beneﬁt? What do we mean by
impact? How can we demonstrate it more effectively?
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Workshops

Preserving the past: digital data and the archaeological record
9.30-11.00, Suite 4b
Training workshop provided by Archaeology Data Service
0SHBOJTFS T $BUIFSJOF)BSENBOBOE3BZ.PPSF "%4
As both the volume and complexity of digital data within archaeological practice increases, there
has been a growing awareness for the development of data management strategies that legislate
GPSUIFDVSBUJPOBOEQSFTFSWBUJPOPGUIFEJHJUBMPVUQVUTPGBSDIBFPMPHJDBMmFMEXPSL5IJTTFTTJPO 
MFECZNFNCFSTPGTUBGGBUUIF"SDIBFPMPHZ%BUB4FSWJDF "%4 XJMMQSPWJEFQSBDUJDBMHVJEBODFPO
UIFQSFQBSBUJPOPGEJHJUBMBSDIJWFTGPSEFQPTJUXJUISFQPTJUPSJFT XJUITQFDJmDSFGFSFODFUPTVJUBCMF
preservation formats, metadata requirements and good practice. It will also include a presentation on
ADSEasy, an automated e-archiving system, currently under development by the ADS.

The practicalities of using social media
11.30-13.00, Suite 4b
Drop-in workshop provided by IfA Information Management SIG
0SHBOJTFS T .BSUJO/FXNBO &OHMJTI)FSJUBHF BOE4BSBI.BD-FBO &OHMJTI)FSJUBHF
Social media is becoming an essential part of the working environment for heritage professionals,
whether their projects are research or commercial. Social media is also playing an increasing role in
building networks and creating an online reputation. This informal drop in session will give you the
DIBODFUPUBMLUPUIPTFXIPSFHVMBSMZNBLFQSPGFTTJPOBMVTFPG5XJUUFS 'BDFCPPL -JOLFE*O 'MJDLS
FUD4PXIFUIFSZPVBSFBOEFYQFSJFODFEVTFSPSUFSSJmFEPG5XJUUFS 4DBSFEPG4UPSJGZGSFBLFEPVUCZ
'BDFCPPLPSJOFQUXJUI*OTUBHSBNDPNFBMPOHUPMFBSOBOETIBSFJOUIJTTPDJBMNFEJBMTVSHFSZGSPN
UIF*OGPSNBUJPO.BOBHFNFOU4QFDJBM*OUFSFTU(SPVQ5SBJOJOHQSPWJEFECZ.BSUJO/FXNBOBOE
4BSBI.BD-FBO &OHMJTI)FSJUBHF BOE-PSOB3JDIBSETPO 6$- 

Portfolio assessments for graphics archaeologists: guidance and advice
 4VJUFF
Guidance and advice workshop provided by IfA Graphic Archeology Group
0SHBOJTFS T 
4UFWF"MMFO (SBQIJDT"SDIBFPMPHZ(SPVQ BOE3PC3FBE (SBQIJDT"SDIBFPMPHZ(SPVQ
The session aims to provide guidance and advice to those existing IfA members with Graphics
CBDLHSPVOET BOEUPOPO*G"NFNCFSTXJUITJNJMBSCBDLHSPVOET POVQHSBEJOHNFNCFSTIJQPS
joining IfA. It is intended that potential candidates will book time slots to present their portfolio to a
panel drawn from the GAG and Validation committee. The portfolio will be assessed and candidates
advised on preparing their application, on the grade of membership they should be considering and
SFDFJWFQFFSSFWJFXGFFECBDLPOUIFXPSLUIFZQSFTFOU5IFPQQPSUVOJUZUPQSPEVDFBDPOmEFOUJBM
recommendation to the Validation committee will also be taken for those who wish to proceed with
their application in the immediate future.
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Afternoon programme
Discussion
Impact requires imagery; best practice in the use of images to create impact on the
audience
Room Suite 1
 4UFWF"MMFO*OUSPEVDUJPO
 1BVM#BDLIPVTF*UTBMM4IBLFTQFBSFTGBVMUUIFCBMBODFCFUXFFOUFYUBOEUIF
image
 3JDIBSE#SZBOU"OHMP4BYPO4DVMQUVSFESBXJOHBUUFOUJPOUPUIFEFUBJMT
 -J[(BSEOFS(MBTUPOCVSZ"CCFZ"SDIJWF1SPKFDUoBOJMMVTUSBUPSTQFSTQFDUJWF
 $PGGFF
 "JTMJOH/BTI*MMVTUSBUJPOBTFYQFSJNFOUBMBSDIBFPMPHZJOWFTUJHBUJOHUIF 
control and manoeuvrability of Iron Age Chariots
 +VEJUI%PCJF3FDPOTUSVDUJOH4JMCVSZ)JMM
 %JTDVTTJPOBOEDPODMVEJOHSFNBSLT
Seminar
How to demonstrate impact in archaeological projects
Room Suite 4a
 /BUBTIB1PXFST8IBUJTJNQBDU o*OUSPEVDUJPOBOESFQPSUPOUIFSFTVMUTPG
Impact week
14.10-14.30 Doug Rocks-McQueen - Government, commercial and higher education


BSDIBFPMPHJDBMTFDUPST'SJFOEPSGSJFOFNZ 
 %FCCJF$IBSMUPOBOE5BTIB8JMTPO-JTUFOJOHUPZPVSBVEJFODF
 .BUIFX.PSSJT*UEPFTOUHFUNVDICJHHFSUIBOUIJT5IF*NQBDUPGUIF

Search for Richard III
 %JTDVTTJPO
 $PGGFF
 ,BUJF(SFFO*NQBDUPGUIF"SDIBFPMPHZ%BUB4FSWJDF "%4 BTUVEZBOE 
methods for enhancing sustainability
 -FTMFZ)BSEZ(POFCFGPSFDPDLSPXUIFJNQBDUPGUIFQBTUPODPNNVOJUZ 
identity
 #SFBLPVUHSPVQToCVJMEJOHJNQBDUJOUPQSPKFDUTNFBTVSJOHJNQBDU
 (SPVQSFQPSUTBOEQMFOBSZ
Workshop
An introduction to Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA)
Room Suite 6
 5SBJOJOHQSPWJEFECZ,JSTUFO)PMMBOEBOE"ESJBO3PVT 8:(&OWJSPONFOU 
Planning Transport
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Excursions
Weoley Castle; Birmingham’s hidden treasure

1SPWJEFECZ,JSTUZ/JDIPM #JSNJOHIBN.VTFVNT
Meet in the venue lobby at 13.45
Birmingham’s urban heritage; a City walk
Provided by Mike Hodder, Birmingham City Council
Meet Mike in the venue lobby at 14.00
The Birmingham Jewellery Quarter
Provided by Simon Buteux and the Birmingham Conservation Trust
Meet Simon in the venue lobby at 14.00
AGMs
 *OUFSOBUJPOBMQSBDUJDF(SPVQo4VJUFF
 %JHHFST'PSVNo3PTF7JMMB5BWFSO
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Impact requires imagery
 4VJUF
The session aims to highlight the importance of graphics images to the successful outcome
PGBQSPKFDU5IFJOUFOUJPOJTUPTIPXDBTFIPXUIFJNBHFQSPEVDUJPOQSPDFTTJT PSTIPVME
CF JOUFHSBUFEJOUPUIFQSPKFDUEFTJHOBOEFYFDVUJPO*UXJMMTIPXIPXJNBHFTBSFVTFE
in the initial recording process, how they are used to analyse the data gathered and how
they can be used to interpret and explain that analysis. It will demonstrate how the impact
of a project, whether on the general public or on fellow members of the profession often
depends on the quality and power of the images used.
When images are used effectively, the impact can be out of all proportion to the time and
effort invested in their production. Conversely, a poorly used image can obscure important
JOGPSNBUJPOPSJOEFFEVOEFSWBMVFUIFTJHOJmDBODFPGUIFQSPKFDU*OBOFOWJSPONFOUJO
which images are so essential to publicity and to communication it is essential that their
effective use is understood.
However it is not just the images which require effective use. Those who produce
these images need to be recognised and their skills valued in order to encourage best
performance and best professional practice. Deferring the involvement of the graphics
staff until a late stage in the life of a project will adversely affect both the self-image of
the practitioners and the outcome of the project itself. The level of skill, understanding
and interpretative ability necessary to produce graphics to professional standards needs
to be brought on board at the earliest possible stage. The session therefore also aims
to show how integrating the graphics professionals into the project from the beginning
DBOTJHOJmDBOUMZFOIBODFUIFPVUDPNFPGUIFQSPKFDUBOEIFODFUIFJNQBDUPOUIF
archaeological or non-archaeological audience for our work.
0SHBOJTFS T 4UFWF"MMFO *G"(SBQIJDT"SDIBFPMPHZ(SPVQ 
Abstracts
14.00-14.05 Introduction
4UFWF"MMFO (SBQIJDT"SDIBFPMPHZ(SPVQ
The session aims to highlight the importance of graphics images to the successful outcome
PGBQSPKFDU5IFJOUFOUJPOJTUPTIPXDBTFIPXUIFJNBHFQSPEVDUJPOQSPDFTTJT PSTIPVME
CF JOUFHSBUFEJOUPUIFQSPKFDUEFTJHOBOEFYFDVUJPO*UXJMMTIPXIPXJNBHFTBSFVTFE
in the initial recording process, how they are used to analyse the data gathered and how
they can be used to interpret and explain that analysis. It will demonstrate how the impact
of a project, whether on the general public or on fellow members of the profession often
depends on the quality and power of the images used
14.05-14.30 It’s all Shakespeare’s fault: the balance between text and the image
1BVM#BDLIPVTF &OHMJTI)FSJUBHF
This presentation will look at why, from the experience of the author, the image is always
last in the thought process of most heritage professionals. It will explore a wide range of
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projects created for different audiences and explore the challenges in designing the visual
elements of the project. It will also try and raise questions on the future of text and its
relationship with visual media in this increasingly digital world.
14.30-1500 Anglo-Saxon sculpture: drawing attention to the details
3JDIBSE#SZBOU 1BTU)JTUPSJD-UE 
There is a lively vibrancy in Anglo-Saxon art that excites and intrigues - encouraging
the viewer to pause and look again more carefully. Art Historians often use terms such
as the dynamic contrast of movement and stillness, and the interplay of highlights and
shadows, when describing the surface of these richly-textured objects, carvings and
manuscript illuminations. Words are needed to convey insights into the development and
dissemination of ideas and the interplay of social and cultural demands. Words are also
essential to cope succinctly with parallels and the interpretation of the images. However,
there is an inherent problem with this approach and that is that the details of the objects
themselves can be lost in the greater word-picture. High-quality photographs can help
to redress the balance, but, in the case of stone carving, damaged areas can remain
ambiguous and confusing. An illustrator who is willing and able to commit their ability to
transfer observed detail to a drawn image will almost certainly look at the object for longer
than anyone else and should be able to present a coherent record that includes levels of
detail unparalleled by any other method.
15.00-15.30 The Glastonbury Abbey Archive project – an illustrator’s perspective
-J[(BSEOFS
The excavation archives from Glastonbury Abbey have only been published in brief interim
reports and summaries. Although the project has assessed all the available archives, it
has focused on that of Dr Courtney Arthur Ralegh Radford who directed excavations from
UP"GUFSIJTEFBUIBUUIFBHFPGJO UIFTJUFBSDIJWFXBTEFQPTJUFE
XJUIUIF/.3*UXBTBQQBSFOUUIBUIFXBTBUUFNQUJOHUPGVMMZQVCMJTIUIFTJUFSJHIUVQ
until his death. This paper will use the project as a case study to show how as the project
JMMVTUSBUPS JOWPMWFETJODFBQJMPUQSPKFDUJO *IBWFDPOUSJCVUFEUPBQQMZJOHDVSSFOU
post-excavation techniques in order to create a synthesis for publication. One of the most
TJHOJmDBOUJMMVTUSBUJWFXPSLTPGUIFSFTFBSDIJTBOFXTJUFQMBOPGBMMUIFLOPXOFYDBWBUJPOT
POTJUFo&YBNQMFTXJMMTIPXXIBUTLJMMTIBWFQSPWFEOFDFTTBSZBOEIJHIMJHIU
some unusual illustrative problems have been encountered. It has been a unique
opportunity to work with a record spanning the vast majority of the twentieth century. The
SFTFBSDIQSPKFDUJTJOJUTmOBMTUBHFT'JOEJOHTXFSFQSFTFOUFEBUUIF4PDJFUZPG"OUJRVBSJFT
JO/PWFNCFSBOEBNPOPHSBQIXJMMCFGPSUIDPNJOH
16.00-16.30 Illustration as experimental archaeology: investigating the control and
manoeuvrability of Iron Age Chariots
"JTMJOH/BTI )JTUPSJD&OWJSPONFOU3FDPSE0GmDFS 8PSDFTUFSTIJSF"SDIJWF"SDIBFPMPHZ
4FSWJDF 
Experimental archaeology has previously involved using physical reconstructions to
establish new archaeological theory or to test existing theory. This paper will demonstrate
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that illustration can be used instead of physical reconstruction to test new ideas. The
question of control and manoeuvrability of Iron Age chariots is a subject that has not
received the research interest it deserves during recent years. Caesar writes in admiration of
the control the native Britons could exert over their chariots but current reconstructions do
not seem to support this premise. In order to question this, Iron Age bits were investigated
together with the current method of yoking and technical illustrations were used to
determine whether a new theory of harnessing would address the issue of manoeuvrability.
Illustration was also used to establish whether a new method of harnessing would have a
direct impact on the construction of the chariot.
16.30-1700 Reconstructing Silbury Hill
+VEJUI%PCJF &OHMJTI)FSJUBHF 
&OHMJTI)FSJUBHFJTTPPOUPQVCMJTIUIFSFTVMUPGBSFDFOUDBNQBJHOPGmFMEXPSLBOE
TDJFOUJmDSFTFBSDIBUUIFXPSMEGBNPVTQSFIJTUPSJDTJUFPG4JMCVSZ)JMMJO8JMUTIJSF*OUIJT
presentation Judith Dobie, from the English Heritage graphics team, will explain how the
various experts involved in the Silbury Hill publication worked with her in the production
PGBTFSJFTPGJMMVTUSBUJPOTUPTIPXUIFEJGGFSFOUQIBTFTPGUIFNPOVNFOUGSPNUIF/FPMJUIJD
to the medieval period. The process of preparing the reconstruction drawings proved as
JNQPSUBOUBTUIFmOJTIFEQBJOUJOHTBTUIFQSFQBSBUPSZJNBHFTFODPVSBHFEUIFWBSJPVT
specialists such as the archaeo-botanist, soil scientist, archaeozoologist, and archaeologists
to focus on and debate their different ideas. This proved to be integral to the interpretation
of the archaeological discoveries and Judith’s presentation will therefore provide an
example of how reconstruction illustration can inﬂuence archaeological interpretation.
17.00-17.30 Conclusion and discussion
4UFWF"MMFOBOE-J[(BSEOFS

How to demonstrate impact in archaeological projects
 4VJUFC
Archaeological projects undertaken across research, community and developerfunded sectors are increasingly expected to achieve a real and tangible impact on local
communities, whether it be social, cultural or economic. Impact is not an impossible
agenda for archaeologists. As will be demonstrated throughout the conference programme,
archaeology really does have the ability to have an impact on the lives of those living and
XPSLJOHOFBSUPBSDIBFPMPHJDBMTJUFT)PXFWFS IBWJOHBOJNQBDUNBZCFUIFFBTZQBSUo
XIBUJTDPODFJWBCMZNPSFEJGmDVMUJTEFNPOTUSBUJOHIPXUIBUJNQBDUIBTCFFOGFMU
This seminar session invites colleagues to informally discuss their own projects and how
they can ensure that the impact of those projects can be documented and illustrated once
the project has completed. We will also invite representatives from funding bodies and
organisations who require demonstration of impact to discuss how impact is successfully
managed. The discussions will be documented by the IfA Research and Impact SIG, with
the intention of producing a Guide to demonstrating impact in archaeological projects
during 2013.
Session sponsored by
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0SHBOJTFS T /BUBTIB1PXFST .0-"BOE$IBJS *G"3FTFBSDIBOE*NQBDU(SPVQ ,BUF
(FBSZ *G" BOE"NBOEB'PSTUFS *G"
Abstracts
14.00-14.10 What is impact? Introduction and report on the results of ‘Impact week’
/BUBTIB1PXFST $IBJS3*4*(
14.10-14.30 Government, commercial and higher education archaeological sectors;
friend or frienemy?
Doug Rocks-McQueen
All sectors of archaeology are under pressure to demonstrate impact to the wider public.
Yet, not all of these pressures are the same for the different sectors. Many projects have
turned from partnerships to turf wars. This paper examines some of the forces that could
drive even the most well intended projects into disarray. The data involved comes from
examinations of long term trends in archaeology, including some of the most recent
1SPmMJOHUIF1SPGFTTJPOEBUBTFUT XIJDIQSFTFOUTBNVMUJUVEFPGDIBMMFOHFTGBDFECZ
potential future partnerships among the different sectors. However, this paper is not meant
to be overly pessimistic and will present several successful instances of cooperation sectors
and possible routes forward to demonstrate impact.
14.30-14.50 Listening to your audience
%FCCJF$IBSMUPOBOE5BTIB8JMTPO 4UFWFOUPO3FDUPSZ1SPKFDU
A single question from an individual who was troubled by many questions from others
led to the adventurous act of uncovering the buried foundation remains of a very ordinary
rural Rectory. The once humble home of iconic author Jane Austen, who captured the
imagination of millions through her written works, fascinates her public once more,
through the overwhelming magnitude of material evidence of daily life before, during and
after her residence.
4UFWFOUPO3FDUPSZ1SPKFDUmWFZFBSTPGQMBOOJOH QSPTQFDUJOH FOHBHJOH NFFUJOHBOE
TFDVSJOHGVOEJOH DVMNJOBUJOHJOFYDBWBUJPO#FDPNJOHB)FSJUBHF-PUUFSZ'VOEFE
DPNNVOJUZQSPKFDU JUQSPWJEFEBOPQQPSUVOJUZGPSEJWFSTFHSPVQTPGADPNNVOJUJFTUPQMBZ
an important part in discovering and preserving “doorstep” heritage for the future. This
project by its very nature deems that the excavation must be seen as the mid-point of any
demonstration of impact, however, it must be remembered that the impact reaches way
before and far beyond.
A*NQBDUBQPXFSGVMFGGFDUUIBUTPNFUIJOH FTQFDJBMMZTPNFUIJOHOFX IBTPOBTJUVBUJPO
PSQFSTPO'SPNUIFWFSZmSTUTUBHFTJUXBTSFDPHOJTFEUIBUUIFQSPKFDUXPVMEBEETJHOJmDBOU
FWJEFODF PGHSFBUJNQPSUBOEGPSUIFmSTUUJNFQSPWJEFBANBUFSJBMJOTJHIUJOUPUIFEBJMZ
MJGFTUZMFPGUIFBVUIPSFTT5IFDIBMMFOHFJTIPXUPEJTTFNJOBUFUIFmOEJOHTUPJOGPSNUIF
diverse audience that are a surprisingly global community.
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14.50-15.10 It doesn’t get much bigger than this; the impact of the Search for Richard III
.BUIFX.PSSJT 6-"4
*O4FQUFNCFS UIFBOOPVODFNFOUUIBUIVNBOSFNBJOTEJTDPWFSFEVOEFSB-FJDFTUFS
DBSQBSLDPVMECFUIPTFPG,JOH3JDIBSE*** E HFOFSBUFEXPSMEXJEFJOUFSFTUXIJDI
HSFXUPBGSFO[ZXIFOJEFOUJmDBUJPOXBTDPOmSNFEJO'FCSVBSZ5IJTQBQFSJMMVTUSBUFT
UIFSPMFQMBZFECZ6OJWFSTJUZPG-FJDFTUFS"SDIBFPMPHJDBM4FSWJDFT 6-"4 JOSFBMJTJOH
and maximising the impacts that arose from this remarkable discovery, ranging from
EJSFDUFDPOPNJDCFOFmUTCPPTUJOHMPDBMJEFOUJUJFTBOETFOTFPGQMBDFDIBOHFTJOMPDBM
and regional heritage and tourism; stimulating public debate about the past, the ethics of
dealing with a dead king, and the value of archaeology; impact on schools and curricula;
impact on the perception of Richard III; and stimulating partnerships across political and
geographical boundaries.
16.00-16.20 Impact of the Archaeology Data Service (ADS); a study and methods for
enhancing sustainability
,BUJF(SFFO "SDIBFPMPHZ%BUB4FSWJDF
The ADS Impact Study assessed the perceived value of the ADS’ digital collections to the
archaeological sector as a whole and analysed how those perceptions of value can be
measured with the objective of improving the sustainability of the digital collections. This
paper will discuss how this study utilised a range of economic approaches to analyse data
gathered through online stakeholder surveys and both user and depositor statistics, in
order to assess and quantify the economic value of the ADS’ resources and its economic
value to depositors as a repository service. This analysis covers the growth of collections
and the increase in users, and how the return on investment grows in association with the
volume of the ADS collections and its longevity. Previous studies have looked at methods
PGEFUFSNJOJOHDPTUCFOFmUBOECSPBEJOEJDBUPSTPGWBMVF IPXFWFS UIFSFBSFTUJMMTJHOJmDBOU
challenges to establishing baseline data for measuring this in any quantitative way and there
are only a relatively small number of socio-economic studies focussing on the impact of
EBUBTFSWJDFTPSSFTFBSDIEBUBJOGSBTUSVDUVSF'VOEFECZ+*4$UIFTUVEZXBTBDPMMBCPSBUJPO
CFUXFFOUIF"%4 /FJM#FBHSJFPG$IBSMFT#FBHSJF-UEBOE1SPGFTTPS+PIO)PVHIUPOPGUIF
$FOUSFGPS4USBUFHJD&DPOPNJD4UVEJFT $4&4 BU7JDUPSJB6OJWFSTJUZJO"VTUSBMJB
16.20-16.40 A town unearthed; an HLF funded community archaeology project based in
Folkestone, Kent
%S-FTMFZ)BSEZ $BOUFSCVSZ$ISJTU$IVSDI6OJWFSTJUZ
16.40-17.10 Break out groups; ways to build impact into projects, how to measure
impact?
17.10-17.30 Groups report back
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Workshop

An introduction to Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA)
  4VJUF
Training provided by Kirsten Holland and Adrian Rous, WYG Environment Planning
Transport
The aim of this session will be to provide an introduction to Environmental Impact
Assessment for those working in the archaeology and heritage sectors. The session will be
suitable for those who have little or no experience of undertaking EIA but have experience
of desk-based assessments and evaluations, or those new to the curatorial sector. The
session won’t give you all the answers, but hopefully at the end you’ll know what questions
you need to ask. The session will cover context and regulatory background, the EIA process
BOENFUIPEPMPHJFT BQSBDUJDBMDBTFTUVEZFYFSDJTF GVUVSFEFWFMPQNFOUTBOE2"
5IFXPSLTIPQXJMMQSPWJEFUIFGPMMPXJOHMFBSOJOHPVUDPNFT
t
#BDLHSPVOEVOEFSTUBOEJOHUPXIBU&*"JTBOEUIFMFHJTMBUJWFHVJEBODFGSBNFXPSL
t
6OEFSTUBOEJOHPGLFZTUFQTJO&*"BOEUIFBSDIBFPMPHJTUTSPMF
t
"OVOEFSTUBOEJOHPGUIFQSPDFTTPGJEFOUJGZJOHWBMVF NBHOJUVEFPGJNQBDUBOE


TJHOJmDBODFPGFGGFDU
t
5IFVTFPGNJUJHBUJPONFBTVSFTBOESFTJEVBMFGGFDUT
Some experience of undertaking desk-based assessment and an awareness of the preapplication process for planning applications will be useful, but not essential.
The following documents provide a good introduction to EIA.
(FOFSBMQSPDFTTBOENFUIPEPMPHZ
Design Manual for Roads and Bridges, Volume 11 Environment Assessment,


4FDUJPO 1BSU


IUUQXXXEGUHPWVLIBTUBOEBSETENSCWPMTFDUJPOIUN
&YBNQMFPGBSDIBFPMPHJDBMDSJUFSJBBOENFUIPEPMPHZ
Design Manual for Roads and Bridges, Volume 11 Environmental Assessment,


4FDUJPO QBSU )"


IUUQXXXEGUHPWVLIBTUBOEBSETENSCWPMTFDUJPOIBQEG
%FMFHBUFTBSFXFMDPNFUPCSJOHBOZTQFDJmDRVFTUJPOTPSRVFSJFT
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Excursions
Weoley Castle; Birmingham’s hidden treasure
1SPWJEFECZ,JSTUZ/JDIPM #JSNJOHIBN.VTFVNT
.FFUJOUIFWFOVFMPCCZBU
Weoley Castle is one of the oldest visible parts of Birmingham. Originally built by the
-PSETPG%VEMFZ BOETFUXJUIJOPOFUIPVTBOEBDSFTPG%FFS1BSLJUXBTPOFPGUIFMBSHFTU
privately owned hunting grounds of the medieval period. The site is one of Birmingham’s
scheduled Ancient Monuments surrounded today by an important 1930s suburb developed
as part of Birmingham’s inter-war slum clearance. Today it is one of Birmingham’s hidden
treasures and has recently undergone a major consolidation and development project
GVOEFECZ#JSNJOHIBN$JUZ$PVODJM UIF)FSJUBHF-PUUFSZ'VOEBOE&OHMJTI)FSJUBHF
Although the viewing area is open to the public every day, during daylight hours, the site
itself is open by appointment only so don’t miss your opportunity to visit this important site
as part of your conference in Birmingham!
There will be a short coach journey to Weoley Castle.
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Birmingham’s urban heritage; a City walk
Provided by Mike Hodder, Birmingham City Council
Meet Mike in the venue lobby at 14.00
This walking tour follows on from the presentation in the morning in Making the past work
for the future.
Mike will talk about the history and archaeology of Birmingham and how the heritage
of this bustling diverse city has been discovered, interpreted and preserved. The tour will
concentrate on the Eastside and Digbeth areas and will include the Bullring, the medieval
manor house, burgage plots, the River Rea and canalside features if time permits.
Archaeological excavations as part of development have transformed our understanding
of Birmingham’s past. They have shown that Birmingham was a planned new town of 12th
century date, and that there was industries in the medieval town included leather tanning,
pottery making, metalworking and textile processing. Subsequent industrial development
has been investigated near the River Rea and excavation of St Martin’s churchyard, and
canalside structures including glassworks, a pumping station, and a brassworks on the site
PGUIFOFX-JCSBSZPG#JSNJOHIBNIBWFUISPXOOFXMJHIUPOUIFQFPQMFBOEJOEVTUSJFTPG
the 18th and 19th centuries.
Beyond, and in addition to, recording the city’s past, there are opportunities to make
the past part of Birmingham’s future through design of new development. These include
retaining and accentuating the lines of medieval burgage plot divisions in a new building
just over the road from the iconic Selfridges in the Bullring, and designing a new public
square reﬂecting the moat of the medieval manor house in a development replacing the
existing Wholesale Markets.
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The Birmingham Jewellery Quarter walking tour
Provided by Simon Buteux and the Birmingham Conservation Trust
Meet Simon in the venue lobby at 14.00

5IFUPVSPGUIF+FXFMMFSZ2VBSUFSXJMMCFHJOXJUIBWJTJUUPUIF/FXNBO#SPUIFST$PGmO'JUUJOH8PSLT 
led by Simon Buteux, Director of the Birmingham Conservation Trust. The Trust is about to begin
BbNJMMJPOSFTUPSBUJPOPGUIF$PGmO8PSLT XIJDIXJMMPQFOBTBIFSJUBHFBUUSBDUJPOJO5IF
QVSQPTFCVJMUGBDUPSZPQFOFEJOBOE/FXNBO#SPUIFSTPOMZDFBTFEUSBEJOHJO MFBWJOH
much of the machinery, stock and records intact - a time capsule of the funerary business. Highlights
include the Stamp Room, with in-situ late Victorian machinery, the Shroud Room, with Aston Villa
and Birmingham City shrouds, and the Warehouse, including an example of one of the travelling
salesman’s bags.
'PMMPXJOHPOGSPNUIJT .JDIBFM3FEEZ B#MVF#BEHF(VJEFXJUIBOJOEFQUILOPXMFEHFPGUIF
+FXFMMFSZ2VBSUFS XJMMMFBEBUPVSSPVOEUIF2VBSUFS'JOEPVUBCPVUMJGF XPSLBOEEFBUIJO
the Quarter, how the jewellery, pen-making and related trades developed, and the extraordinary
BSDIJUFDUVSBMIFSJUBHFPGUIF+2)JHIMJHIUTJODMVEFUIF"TTBZ0GmDF 4U1BVMT4RVBSFBOE8BSTUPOF
-BOF$FNFUFSZ mOJTIJOHVQBUUIF$IBNCFSMBJO$MPDLBOEUIF3PTF7JMMB5BWFSO WFOVFGPSUIF*G"
FWFOJOHQBSUZ 
The tour will last from 2pm - 4.30pm approx
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'SJEBZ"QSJM
Day programme
Discussion
Impact of the Big Society
Room Suite 1
 4UFMMB+BDLTPOBOE3PC-FOOPY4FTTJPO0WFSWJFXBOE*OUSPEVDUJPOUPUIF 
Big Society
 %BXO.BTPO4USFOHUIFOJOH-PDBM$PNNVOJUJFT"QBSUOFSTIJQBQQSPBDIUP
exploring and valuing local heritage
 /JDPMB5IPSQF%JHBCJMJUZBOEUIF8&"5IF#FOFmUT "DIJFWFNFOUTBOE 


-FHBDZPGUIF*ODMVTJWF"SDIBFPMPHZ&EVDBUJPO1SPKFDU
 4UFMMB+BDLTPO$PNNVOJUZ)VCTBOE4PDJBM&OUFSQSJTF$SFBUJOH4VTUBJOBCMF


'VUVSFTGPS)JTUPSJD1MBDFTPG8PSTIJQ
 %JTDVTTJPO
10.30-11.00 Coffee
11.00-11.10 Introduction to Session Two
 $BUI/FBMBOE4UFWF3PTLBNT5IF#JH4PDJFUZ MPDBMJTNBOEDPNNVOJUZ 


FOHBHFNFOUVOFBTZCFEGFMMPXT
 -PVJTF#SPXO+VTUIPXTVTUBJOBCMFJTUIFA#JH4PDJFUZUIFWJFXGSPNUIF 
South Pennines
 +PIO)FBSMF5IFWBMVFPGDPPQFSBUJPOCFUXFFOWPMVOUFFSTBOEQSPGFTTJPOBMT 
and the opportunities for funding
12.10-12.30 Discussion
 -VODI
13.30-13.40 Introduction to Session Three
13.40-14.00 Mike Heyworth and Jon Wright - Supporting local stewardship of the historic


FOWJSPONFOUUIF$#"FYQFSJFODF
 +PIO4DIPmFMEA5IJOLFSTBOE'FFMFST"1TZDIPMPHJDBM1FSTQFDUJWFPO



)FSJUBHF -PDBMJTNBOE4PDJFUZ
 %JTDVTTJPO
 1MFOBSZ
Discussion
Time to tie up the tape measure? The impact of new technologies and techniques in
archaeology
Room Suite 4a
9.00 - 9.30 Steve Allen - Making Waves or just Treading Water? Technology and the
Archaeological Practitioner Today
 "EBN4UBOGPSEo%.PEFMMJOHo.FUIPET 1SBDUJDBM$POTJEFSBUJPOTBOE
Possibilities
 4BSBI%VGGZo)JHIMJHIUJOH.FEJFWBM$IVSDI(SBGmUJ&YQMPSJOHUIF 


"QQMJDBUJPOPG.VMUJ-JHIU*NBHJOHBU%VSIBN
10.30-11.00 Coffee
 (SFH$PMMFZo6"7T1BTU 1SFTFOU BOE'VUVSF
 1BVM#BDLIPVTFo4UPQ-BTFS4DBOOJOH 4UBSU5IJOLJOH
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 2"TFTTJPO
 -VODI
13.30-14.30 Discussion session

Seminar
What Impact? What Legacy? Archaeology and the Loss of Conﬁdence
Room Suite 6
 +BOFU.JMMFS*OUSPEVDUJPO
 $ISJTUPQIFS&WBOT$POUSBEJDUPSZ1SBDUJDFT1SPDFTTVBMJTNWTQPTU 


QSPDFTTVBMJTNJOmFMEBSDIBFPMPHZBOEJUTJOUFSQSFUBUJPO
 .JDIBFM/FWFMM3F5PPMJOH*OEVTUSJBM"SDIBFPMPHZGPSUIFTU$FOUVSZ
 4FGSZO1FOSPTF5IFBCTFOUQSFTFOU BMXBZTDSBTIJOHJOUIFTBNFDBS
contemporary archaeology comes of age
 %JTDVTTJPO
10.30-11.00 Coffee
 +PIO$BSNBO$VMUVSFPS.BOBHFNFOU 0WFSDPNJOHUIFEJWJEFJO").
 "OOB8PPEIBN-JOLJOHUIFPSZBOEQSBDUJDF XIBUFWFSIBQQFOFEUPUIF
social inclusion?
 4BSB1FSSZ%FCBUJOHUIF-FHBDZPG1PTUQSPDFTTVBMJTN7JTVBMSFnFYJWJUZBU
Çatalhöyük, Turkey
 %JTDVTTJPO








Workshop
Your profession, your future, your voice
3PPN 4VJUFD
 'SJOHFFWFOUPSHBOJTFECZ/FX(FOFSBUJPO(SPVQ
Training
Changing the way we work - delivering impact through better project management
Room Suite 4b
 5SBJOJOHEFMJWFSFECZ.BSUJO-PDPDL
Training
BoQs, applications for payment, and other nasties for archaeologists
Room Suite 4b
 5SBJOJOHQSPWJEFECZ.BSL3PCFSUT
AGM
 /FX(FOFSBUJPO(SPVQo4VJUFF
14.30 Buildings Archaeology Group - Suite 4a
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Impact of the Big Society
 4VJUF
"MUIPVHITQFDJmDIFSJUBHFMFHJTMBUJPOBOEQPMJDZIBTBDMFBSJNQBDUPOIFSJUBHFQSPUFDUJPO
and archaeological work in the UK, throughout history policy has also been affected by the
EPNJOBOUQPMJUJDBMBHFOEBTBOEQIJMPTPQIJFTPGUIFUJNF'PMMPXJOHFMFDUJPOTJO.BZ 
the new Coalition Government came into power in the UK, with a manifesto focused on the
A#JH4PDJFUZ
This is in essence a localism agenda, aimed at decentralization and the devolvement of
power from central to local government. One of the main aims of the Big Society is to enable
MPDBMDPNNVOJUJFTUPCFDPNFNPSFTFMGTVGmDJFOUBOEMFTTSFMJBOUPOTUBUFQSPWJTJPO BTXFMM
as encouraging them to take local action. Thus, there are a number of measures within the
-PDBMJTN#JMMBJNFEBUFNQPXFSJOHMPDBMDPNNVOJUJFTUPUBLFBNVDINPSFBDUJWFSPMF
in local decision-making, particularly in relation to planning and development. But what has
been the impact of the Big Society agenda on British archaeology, or alternatively, what effect
IBT#SJUJTIBSDIBFPMPHZIBEPOUIF#JH4PDJFUZ )PXEPFTBSDIBFPMPHZmUJOUPUIFMPDBMJTN
agenda, and what can we do to ensure that it continues to have an impact in the future?
5IJTTFTTJPOXJMMJODMVEFQBQFSTXIJDIPVUMJOFUIFJNQBDUPGA#JH4PDJFUZQPMJDJFT VTJOHDBTF
studies to showcase the positive contributions that archaeology and heritage can make to, for
example, local planning and neighbourhood development forums, community projects and
events, capacity-building projects and local decision-making. Papers which critically review
the impact of the Big Society may also be presented, although it is intended that the session
will focus on examples of good practice.
0SHBOJTFS T 4UFMMB+BDLTPO DIBJS TBK!ZPSLBDVL BOE3PC-FOOPY EJTDVTTBOU 
SEBM!ZPSLBDVL 6OJWFSTJUZPG:PSL
Abstracts
9.00-9.15
Session overview and introduction to the Big Society
4UFMMB+BDLTPOBOE3PC-FOOPY %FQBSUNFOUPG"SDIBFPMPHZ 6OJWFSTJUZPG:PSL
9.15-9.35

Strengthening Local Communities: A partnership approach to exploring and
valuing local heritage
%BXO.BTPO 8FTU:PSLTIJSF"SDIBFPMPHZ"EWJTPSZ4FSWJDF
In this session we endeavour to showcase some of the varied and innovative methods used
in community engagement projects; focussing on heritage, shared history and a sense of
belonging for all communities, exploring tools for engagement, and ultimately embracing
diversity.
With social cohesion at the top of regional and national agendas, West Yorkshire Joint
4FSWJDFT 8:+4 IBTEFWFMPQFEBOEEFMJWFSFEBOVNCFSPGDPNNVOJUZFOHBHFNFOUQSPKFDUT 
in partnership with a range of agencies, engaging young and old in some of the most
deprived areas of West Yorkshire. This session will discuss a range of projects, to demonstrate
the pallet of tools used to create a sense of pride of place and appreciation of local heritage,
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including hands on archaeological excavation, medieval clay pottery recreation, oral
IJTUPSZSFDPSEJOH ESBNBBOEDMBTTSPPNCBTFETFTTJPOTTUVEZJOHBIJTUPSJDBMMPDBMmHVSFBOE
creating personal archives.
In addition we will explore some of the outcomes for the local communities we have
worked with; such as encouraging a sense of ownership in the locality, a sense of cohesion
amongst neighbours, positive relationships and inclusion.
The impact of different approaches will be assessed and successes shared along with
lessons learned and recommendations for future projects.
9.35-9.55

Digability and the WEA: The Beneﬁts, Achievements and Legacy of the
Inclusive Archaeology Education Project.
/JDPMB5IPSQF 1SPKFDU8PSLFS 8&"*ODMVTJWF"SDIBFPMPHZ&EVDBUJPO1SPKFDU
"DFOUSBMBJNPGUIF8PSLFST&EVDBUJPOBM"TTPDJBUJPO 8&" JTUPQSPWJEFBEVMUFEVDBUJPO
programmes which emphasise social purpose and promote active citizenship. In 2011
XFFNCBSLFEVQPOBUISFFZFBS)FSJUBHF-PUUFSZGVOEFE*ODMVTJWF"SDIBFPMPHZ&EVDBUJPO
1SPKFDU EFMJWFSJOHCFTQPLFDPVSTFTUPHSPVQTPGBEVMUT JODMVEJOHUIPTFXJUIMFBSOJOH
EJTBCJMJUJFT QIZTJDBMJNQBJSNFOUT NFOUBMIFBMUIEJGmDVMUJFTBOEUIPTFGSPNUIF#MBDL 
"TJBOBOE.JOPSJUZ&UIOJDDPNNVOJUJFT *OJUJBMMZFTUBCMJTIFEVQPOUIFQSFNJTFUIBU
everyone is entitled to have a stake in their heritage, the project has since begun to
challenge and transform both the mindset and practice not only within the wider heritage
and social care sectors, but also within the WEA itself. Creating sustainable and mutually
CFOFmDJBMQBSUOFSTIJQT JOWFTUJOHJOBMFHBDZPGJODMVTJWFFEVDBUJPOBMQSPWJTJPO SFWJUBMJTJOH
and diversifying opportunities for WEA volunteers and creating active participation
opportunities for those most disadvantaged in society has enabled us to build upon the idea
PGBA#JH4PDJFUZ NBLJOHTVDIBDPODFQUBSFMFWBOUBOEXPSLBCMFSFBMJUZ
9.55-10.15

Community Hubs and Social Enterprise: Creating Sustainable Futures for
Historic Places of Worship
4UFMMB+BDLTPO 1MBDFTPG8PSTIJQ"EWJTFS &OHMJTI)FSJUBHF 
Historic places of worship are not just beautiful historic artefacts, they can also provide a
home-base from which to support the local community. Most churches and faith groups,
therefore, would argue that the Big Society is something that they have been a part of for
IVOESFETPGZFBST)PXFWFS UIFSFMBCFMMJOHPGTPDJBMJODMVTJPOBTUIFA#JH4PDJFUZCZ
the current government, with an emphasis on localism and community engagement, has
led many to reconsider what it means to be part of a community, and more importantly,
IPXUIFZmUJOUPHPWFSONFOUTNPEFMPGUIJT*OEPJOHTP IJTUPSJDQMBDFTPGXPSTIJQ
have found that the Big Society agenda has opened up a range of new partnerships and
funding opportunities, which in turn, have helped to provide a sustainable future for many
thousands of buildings across the UK. This paper will consider these issues using a number
of case studies in which community hubs have been created in historic religious buildings;
BOEXJMMTVHHFTUUIBUUIF#JH4PDJFUZIBTIBEBTJHOJmDBOUBOEQPTJUJWFJNQBDUPOUIF
conservation and sustainability of historic places of worship.
10.15-10.30 Discussion
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11.00-11.10 Introduction to Session Two
4UFMMB+BDLTPOBOE3PC-FOOPY %FQBSUNFOUPG"SDIBFPMPHZ 6OJWFSTJUZPG:PSL
11.10-11.30 The Big Society, localism and community engagement: uneasy bedfellows
$BUI/FBMBOE4UFWF3PTLBNT %FQBSUNFOUPG"SDIBFPMPHZ 6OJWFSTJUZPG:PSL
This paper discusses the successes and limitations of our community work during
archaeological investigations at Heslington East in York, and emphasises some of the
wider lessons of this engagement. Whilst achieving participation from a range of people,
including marginalised groups, our work also highlighted the conﬂicts that can develop
in such contexts. These relate to the fact that the university was institutionally committed
UPMPDBMFOHBHFNFOU CVUXBTBMTPUIF PGUFOVOXFMDPNF EFWFMPQFSPGBHSFFOTQBDF
already used by that community. More generally the tensions that result from the current
government’s strategy of emphasising citizenship and localism to tackle the current
economic recession can result in tokenistic participation, rather than in real empowerment.
5IFDPNQMFYJUZBOESIFUPSJDBMVTFPGUFSNTTVDIBTAMPDBMBOEADPNNVOJUZXJMMCF
FYQMPSFE JOBEEJUJPOUPUIFDPODFQUPGAQMBDFJOSFMBUJPOUPMJWJOH XPSLJOHBOENPWFNFOU
We conclude that archaeologists must recognise these tensions and do more to transcend
UIFJSMJNJUBUJPOTJGADPNNVOJUZBSDIBFPMPHZJTUPEFMJWFSGVMMZPOJUTQSPNJTFT
11.30-11.50 Just how sustainable is the ‘Big Society’: the view from the South Pennines
-PVJTF#SPXO $PNNVOJUZ"SDIBFPMPHJTU 8BUFSTIFE-BOETDBQF1SPKFDU 1FOOJOF1SPTQFDUT
BOE)POPSBSZ3FTFBSDI'FMMPX %JWJTJPOPG"SDIBFPMPHJDBMBOE&OWJSPONFOUBM4DJFODFT 
6OJWFSTJUZPG#SBEGPSE
As the backdrop to many northern cities and towns, it is surprising that knowledge of
UIFVQMBOETJTDPOmOFEUPBTQFDJBMJTUBVEJFODF5IFIJTUPSJDXPSUIPGUIFCVJMUIFSJUBHF
is often understood; that the uplands contain heritage assets of international value from
the Mesolithic through to the present day is often a surprise, even to those who visit the
uplands on a regular basis.
5IFBXBSEXJOOJOH8BUFSTIFE-BOETDBQF1SPKFDUJTBUISFFZFBS)-'-BOETDBQF
Partnership Programme managed by Pennine Prospects in partnership with a wide range
of organisations and hand-in-hand with local communities. By engaging and directly
involving people with the upland environment, individuals have become more aware of the
fascinating life histories of these locations whilst promoting a sense of place, and in turn
fostering a desire to protect the wealth of heritage assets for future generations. However,
XIJMTUQSPKFDUAMFHBDZJTLFZ KVTUIPXTVTUBJOBCMFJTPVSBQQSPBDIUPFOHBHJOHBOE
involving our communities in the current climate.
11.50-12.10 The value of cooperation between volunteers and professionals, and the
opportunities for funding
+PIO)FBSMF $IBJSNBO .FMMPS"SDIBFPMPHJDBM5SVTU
My experience of a “big society” in archaeology dates back to 2000. In the context of
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government policy, the only impact of “The Big Society” has been the effect of cuts that
reduce the support that local authorities can give. The big society is best achieved when
there is cooperation between promoters, organisers, volunteers, professionals in diverse
organisations, and funders. This will be illustrated with examples from the multi-period Old
Vicarage site in Mellor, Shaw Cairn on Mellor Moor, and Oldknow’s Mellor Mill and from
the wider context of archaeology in Greater Manchester.
12.10-12.30 Discussion
13.30-13.40 Introduction to Session Two
4UFMMB+BDLTPOBOE3PC-FOOPY %FQBSUNFOUPG"SDIBFPMPHZ 6OJWFSTJUZPG:PSL
13.40-14.00 Supporting local stewardship of the historic environment: the CBA
experience
.JLF)FZXPSUIBOE+PO8SJHIU %JSFDUPSBOE)FBEPG$POTFSWBUJPO $PVODJMGPS#SJUJTI
"SDIBFPMPHZ
This paper will review the Council for British Archaeology’s approach to listed building
DBTFXPSLJO&OHMBOEBOE8BMFTBTPOFPGUIF/BUJPOBM"NFOJUZ4PDJFUJFTXJUIBTUBUVUPSZ
role in the planning system. The CBA works with local societies who act as agents on
behalf of the CBA and also with local volunteers who provide advice and support to
CBA staff in York, linked together via an online casework system which is accessible to
BMM DCBDBTFXPSLPSH 5IF$#"JTBMTPJODSFBTJOHMZXPSLJOHXJUIBSBOHFPGQBSUOFST
to support campaigns and facilitate enhanced stewardship of the historic environment
UISPVHIJODSFBTFEMPDBMFOHBHFNFOUoWFSZNVDIJOUIFTQJSJUPGMPDBMJTN/PUPOMZEPFT
UIJTBQQSPBDImUJOXJUIFNFSHJOHQVCMJDQPMJDZJO&OHMBOE CVUJUBMTPCSPBEFOTQVCMJD
QBSUJDJQBUJPOXJUIIFSJUBHFJOMJOFXJUIUIF$#"TNJTTJPOUPEFMJWFSABSDIBFPMPHZGPSBMM
14.30-14.50 ‘Thinkers and Feelers’: A Psychological Perspective on Heritage,
Localism and Society
+PIO4DIPmFME %FQBSUNFOUPG"SDIBFPMPHZ 6OJWFSTJUZPG:PSL
When Carl Jung went to Taos Pueblo in New Mexico in 1925, he met Ochwiay Biano
(1963: 247). Biano told Jung that according to his people, the Whites were ‘mad’ - uneasy,
restless, always wanting something. Jung asked him why he thought they were mad, and the
chief replied that it was because they thought with their heads.
$VMUVSBMIFSJUBHFBHFOEBBSFPGUFO JUTFFNT ESJWFOBOEEFUFSNJOFECZAUIJOLFST QFPQMF
XIPDBONBLFSBUJPOBMATDJFOUJmDEFDJTJPOTBCPVUUIJOHToUIBUATJUF9PSCVJMEJOH:TIPVME
be preserved at all costs, as one of only 23 examples of its type left standing, and this
one has the best preserved gable end’ … or whatever. Yet increasingly, and certainly over
UIFQBTUUFOZFBSTPSTPXJUIFNFSHJOHAMPDBMJTNBHFOEB UISPVHIUIFXPSLPG$PNNPO
(SPVOE UISPVHIUIFUFSNTBOEBTQJSBUJPOTPGUIF&VSPQFBO-BOETDBQF$POWFOUJPO 
BOEOPUBCMZUIF 'BSP 'SBNFXPSL$POWFOUJPOPOUIF7BMVFPG)FSJUBHFGPS4PDJFUZ 
the focus of heritage has started shifting to something more aligned with social and
DPNNVOJUZWBMVFXIFSFFNQIBTJTPOSBSJUZBOEIJTUPSJDTJHOJmDBODF GPSFYBNQMF JTCFJOH
overlain if not replaced by values attached often to everyday and unremarkable places by
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the people for whom these places are part of everyday experience. But there is a problem.
5IJTAOFXBQQSPBDIUPIFSJUBHFSFRVJSFTAGFFMFSTUPJNQMFNFOUBOEGBDJMJUBUFJU QFPQMFXIP
follow their emotional instincts. Much of cultural heritage practice is led by thinkers, and
this I think needs to change.
 %JTDVTTJPO
 1MFOBSZ

Time to tie up the tape measure? The impact of new technologies and techniques
in archaeology
 4VJUF"
The development of new technologies and methodologies for the archaeological
JOWFTUJHBUJPOPGTUBOEJOHCVJMEJOHTJTDPOUJOVJOHUPZJFMEFYDJUJOHSFTVMUT'SPNUIFVTF
of complex computer modelling to innovative new survey methods, the advances in
UFDIOPMPHZJOUIFMBTUZFBSTXJUIJOUIFmFMEPGCVJMEJOHTBSDIBFPMPHZIBTUIFQPUFOUJBMUP
revolutionise the way we approach their study, and the level of understanding we are able
to attain.
5IJTmSTUQBSUPGUIJTTFTTJPOXJMMCFPSHBOJTFECZUIF#VJMEJOHT"SDIBFPMPHZ(SPVQBOE
seeks to highlight some of these methods and assess their commercial and academic
impact, whilst providing a ﬂavour of where buildings archaeology and visualisation is
headed in the 21st Century.
During the second part of the session, Steve Allen will consider the use of new technologies
and methods in terms of their appropriateness to more traditional alternatives, and their
ability to convey the messages we need them to. The visualisations which have been
QSPEVDFEBTBEJSFDUSFTVMUDFSUBJOMZQSPWJEFAJNQBDUJOUFSNTPGJNQSFTTJWFHSBQIJDTBOE
sometimes stunning new ways of looking at sites or artefacts. Yet have we ever actually
stopped to ask whether these methods are always the most appropriate for the information
we want to convey? Does the power of the image enhance our understanding of the subject
and how easy is it to acquire the skills to operate and interpret cutting edge technology in
UIFmSTUQMBDF *GUIFTLJMMTUPPCUBJOUIJTLOPXMFEHFBSFOPUXJEFMZBDDFTTJCMF XIBUEPFT
UIJTNFBOGPSUIFGVUVSFPGDVSSFOUQSBDUJUJPOFSTJOUIFHSBQIJDTmFMEPSJOEFFEGPSOFX
starters in the discipline?
0SHBOJTFS T .JLF/FWFMM #VJMEJOHT"SDIBFPMPHZ(SPVQ &E+BNFT #VJMEJOHT"SDIBFPMPHZ
(SPVQ BOE4UFWF"MMFO (SBQIJDT"SDIBFPMPHZ(SPVQ
Abstracts
*OUIFmSTUQBSUPGUIJTTFTTJPOQBQFSTTFFLUPIJHIMJHIUTPNFPGUIFTFNFUIPET MPPLBUDBTF
studies of their implementation, and assess their commercial and academic impact, whilst
providing a ﬂavour of where buildings archaeology and visualisation is headed in the 21st
Century.
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9.00-9.30

Making Waves or just Treading Water? Technology and the Archaeological
Practitioner Today
4UFWF"MMFO :PSL"SDIBFPMPHJDBM5SVTU
In the last few years we have been introduced to ever newer, ever smarter methods of
capturing images. The visualisations which have been produced as a direct result certainly
QSPWJEFAJNQBDUJOUFSNTPGJNQSFTTJWFHSBQIJDTBOETPNFUJNFTTUVOOJOHOFXXBZT
of looking at sites or artefacts. Yet have we ever actually stopped to ask whether these
methods are always the most appropriate for the information we want to convey? Does the
power of the image enhance our understanding of the subject or does it instead distract the
PCTFSWFSGSPNUIFNFTTBHF T XFXJTIUPDPOWFZ 
Allied to this issue are the perennial problems of technological redundancy and skills
redundancy. How easy is it to acquire the skills to operate and interpret cutting edge
UFDIOPMPHZJOUIFmSTUQMBDF *GUIFTLJMMTUPPCUBJOUIJTLOPXMFEHFBSFOPUXJEFMZBDDFTTJCMF 
XIBUEPFTUIJTNFBOGPSUIFGVUVSFPGDVSSFOUQSBDUJUJPOFSTJOUIFHSBQIJDTmFMEPSJOEFFEGPS
new starters in the discipline?
9.30-10.00 3D Modelling – Methods, practical considerations and possibilities
"EBN4UBOGPSE "FSJBM$BN-UE
Having worked on a number of research and commercial projects using 3D modelling in
the last 2 years, I discuss the methods, practical considerations and possibilities for rapid
but extremely accurate building recording from photographic surveys using Aerial-Cam.
Taking a project from a day on site for photography, through the modelling process which
involves the creation of point cloud, solid model and photo textured 3D data using the
latest photogrammetry software and then on to using the results to produce traditional
BSDIJUFDUVSBMESBXJOHT'SPNQSPKFDUTPO&BTUFS*TMBOEXIFSF*XBTVTJOHUIFUFDIOJRVFUP
SFDPSEGBMMFONPBJTUBUVFTBOENPTUFYDJUJOHMZEJTDPWFSJOHVOLOPXOBOEEJGmDVMUUPTFF
petroglyphs in the moai quarry bays, to Mills and Castles in England and Wales.
10.00-10.30 Highlighting Medieval Church Grafﬁti: Exploring the Application of MultiLight Imaging at Durham
4BSBI%VGGZ %FQBSUNFOUPG"SDIBFPMPHZ 6OJWFSTJUZPG:PSL
5IJTQBQFSFYQMPSFTUIFBQQMJDBUJPOPG3FnFDUBODF5SBOTGPSNBUJPO*NBHJOH 35* BEJHJUBM
NVMUJMJHIUSFDPSEJOHBQQSPBDI UPSFDPSENFEJFWBMHSBGmUJJOUIFGPSNFS1SJPST$IBQFM
BU%VSIBN OPXQBSUPGUIF%FBOFSZ BTNFBOTPGTUVEZJOHUIFBODJFOUJOTDSJQUJPO5IJT
survey was conducted as part of a broader collaborative project with Dr Pam Graves of the
6OJWFSTJUZPG%VSIBN NFEJFWBMTQFDJBMJTU-ZOEB3PMMBTPOBOE%S"OUIPOZ.BTJOUPOPGUIF
University of York.
5IJTDPNQPOFOUPGUIFmFMEXPSLXBTDPNQMFUFEVTJOHUIF)JHIMJHIU35* )35* DBQUVSF
NFUIPEBOEUIF1PMZOPNJBM5FYUVSF.BQQJOH 15. NFUIPEGPSmUUJOHSFnFDUBODF
distribution data. During a HRTI capture sequence, multiple digital photographs of subject
BSFDBQUVSFEXIJMFUIFTVSGBDFPGUIFPCKFDUJTJMMVNJOBUFEGSPNEJGGFSFOUSBLJOH PSPCMJRVF 
light positions. A reﬂective target is incorporated into the image sequence and used to
records the light position in each photograph. In post-processing, specialized software
TZOUIFTJ[FTUIFEBUBGSPNBMMPGUIFJNBHFT HFOFSBUJOHBMJHIUQPTJUJPOmMFBOEUIFOB
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15.6TJOHUIFJOUFSBDUJWF35*WJFXFS TVSGBDFUFYUVSFBOEmOFEFUBJMJTSFWFBMFEXIJDIJT
sometimes not even visible with physical visual inspection
5IFHSBGmUJXBTEJTDPWFSFEEVSJOHTSFOPWBUJPOTFNCFEEFECFUXFFOUXPFYUSFNFMZ
fragile layers of plaster. Accordingly the non-contact nature of the H-RTI capture method
was particularly attractive to the research team, as was the affordability and ﬂexibility of the
technique and the minimal specialist equipment that is required. In addition to highlighting
TPNFPGUIFCFOFmUTPG35* UIJTQSFTFOUBUJPOXJMMBMTPFYQMPSFJUTVTFJOFMVDJEBUJOHGBDFUTPG
NFEJFWBMHSBGmUJBOEDPOTJEFSDJSDVNTUBODFTPGJUTQSPEVDUJPO
11.00-11.30 UAVs: Past, Present, and Future
(SFH$PMMFZ 46"7&"FSJBM1IPUPHSBQIFST 
This paper will examine the increasing cost effectiveness and ﬂexibility of using miniature
UAVs for archaeological and heritage based applications, including aerial photography
and survey, mapping, and 3D imaging using software such as PhotoScan. The advantages
over conventional aerial photography and other forms will be illustrated using past projects
BU,JSCZ)BMM "QFUIPSQF)BMMBOE$MJGGPSET5PXFSJO:PSL'JOBMMZUIFGVUVSFGPS6"7TJO
heritage will be discussed, including the exciting possibilities of real-time 3D models from
video in the survey of structures, which is something SUAVE is currently hoping to develop.
11.30-12.00 Stop Laser Scanning, Start Thinking
1BVM#BDLIPVTF )FBEPG*NBHJOHBOE7JTVBMJTBUJPO &OHMJTI)FSJUBHF
This paper will discuss the application of laser scanning technologies within the cultural
heritage sector, why we should stop scanning things and think about the implications
of collecting large quantities of data. Using the recent English Heritage projects on
Stonehenge and Dover Tunnels as examples, I will explain the approach undertaken by
English Heritage to data collection, and why these have produced a better understanding of
the sites.
 2"TFTTJPO
13.30-14.30 Discussion
The aim of this afternoon session is to develop discussion on the use and practical
application of the latest generation of imaging techniques. At conference we are exposed
to all manner of new scanning and imaging techniques, new software applications and new
technologies all of which promise to make our lives easier and allow us to produce even
better and more impressive graphics to enhance the work of ourselves and our colleagues.
"GUFSDPOGFSFODF BMMUPPPGUFOXFSFUVSOUPUIFTBNFESBXJOHPGmDF UPVTFUIFTBNF
outdated software on the same old machines in the same old way…
How transferable are the sort of cutting edge technologies we see demonstrated each year?
Is it a case of individual unwillingness to adapt to changing methods or are there more
JOTUJUVUJPOBMQSPCMFNToDPTUNBOBHFNFOUJTTVFT PSBMBDLPGUSBJOJOHPQQPSUVOJUJFT "SF
there concerns with the technology itself? Is it actually suitable for producing the sort of
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images we require or are more traditional methods still better able to depict material in the
XBZTXFBOEPVSDPMMFBHVFTCFZPOEUIFESBXJOHPGmDFOFFE 
How proof is the technology against redundancy, whether of software or personnel? And
ultimately, will the increase in technology lead to an overall increase in the skill levels of all
graphics workers or shall we see a concentration of skills in an ever narrower and exclusive
band of specialists while the rest are marginalised?
This will be especially worrying if those who use and apply new technologies have not
acquired the fundamental knowledge and skills- projection, scale, lighting, cross sections
BOETPPOXIJDIVTFEUPCFUIFmSTUTUFQGPSBOZPOFFOUFSJOHUIFHSBQIJDTmFME*TUIJT
basic knowledge still really necessary in a digital working climate or has it been shunted
aside in the process of breaking away from traditional methods of depiction?
These are all critical issues which will affect how we work in the next few years and indeed
how we will interact with colleagues in the rest of the archaeological world. They will
affect the training requirements of new entrants as well as existing workers. They will
certainly affect the current impact of on-going projects and will inevitably have a direct
JOnVFODFPOUIFMFHBDZPGUIPTFQSPKFDUTVOEFSXBZSJHIUOPX5IFDMBSJmDBUJPOPGUIFTF
issues and how we can address them in the immediate future will form the outcome of this
session.

Training

Changing the way we work - delivering impact through better project
management
Room Suite 4b
 5SBJOJOHEFMJWFSFECZ.BSUJO-PDPDL
5IFTFTTJPODIBMMFOHFTQBSUJDJQBOUTUPRVFTUJPOUIFJSXPSLJOHFOWJSPONFOUBOEQSPDFTTFTo
to think about how the way they work can affect the impact of what they deliver.
*OUIJTTFTTJPO JNQBDUJTTZOPOZNPVTXJUIUIFCFOFmUPGXIBUXFQSPEVDFSFHBSEMFTTPGPVS
AKPCoXIFUIFSXFQSPEVDFSFTFBSDI BEWJDF FEVDBUJPOPSQPMJDZ*O1SPKFDU.BOBHFNFOU
UIFPSZ CFOFmUJTUIFGPDVTPGFWFSZQSPKFDU BOEJUEJDUBUFTUIFTIBQFBOEOBUVSFPGUIF
project itself.
Participants will be encouraged to think about how prioritisation and better control of their
work would improve their working life and the quality and impact of what they deliver.
They will be trained to think of tasks and jobs as projects, to analyse where things currently
HPXSPOHBOEUPEFWFMPQBOFXXPSLJOHTUZMFXIFSFCFOFmUJTUIFGPDVT SFTPVSDFT
controlled, communications work and teams are based on appropriate expertise.
The session will use exercises and group discussion as well as offering ideas and templates
GPSCFUUFSQSPKFDUNBOBHFNFOU5IFTFTTJPOXJMMCFSVOCZ.BSUJO-PDPDLBOBDDSFEJUFE
13*/$&1SBDUJUJPOFSBOEXBTEFWFMPQFEXJUI"OESFB#SBEMFZ
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By the end of the course, participants will
t
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t
t
t
t
t

6OEFSTUBOEIPXUIFJSDVSSFOUXPSLJOHTUZMFDPOUSJCVUFTUPPSVOEFSNJOFTUIFJNQBDU
of their work
6OEFSTUBOEUIFLFZQSJODJQMFTPGQSPKFDUNBOBHFNFOUJODMVEJOHUIFJNQPSUBODFPG
GPDVTTJOHPOJNQBDU UIFOFFEGPSBEFmOFEQSPEVDU UIFJNQPSUBODFPGSPMFT

BOEFYQFSUJTFBOEUIFCFOFmUPGTUSVDUVSFEDPNNVOJDBUJPOT
6OEFSTUBOEIPXUPQMBOBQSPKFDUJODMVEJOHEFmOJOHBQSPEVDUBOEJUTOFDFTTBSZ 
qualities and breaking down a project into tasks
#FBXBSFPGIPXBQSPKFDUUFBNTIPVMECFEFWFMPQFEGPSUIFCFTUPVUDPNF
,OPXIPXUPDPQFXJUIQSPKFDUDIBOHF
,OPXIPXUPDPOUSPMUIFQSPHSBNNFBOEDPTUPGBQSPKFDU
6OEFSTUBOEIPXUPXPSLXJUIQSPKFDUSJTL
,OPXXIBUUIFZOFFEUPEPUPDIBOHFUIFXBZUIFZXPSL

Training

BoQs, applications for payment, and other nasties for archaeologists
Room Suite 4b
 5SBJOJOHQSPWJEFECZ.BSL3PCFSUT (MBTHPX.VTFVNT
Archaeologists need to master many skills to undertake their work, and one of the important
POFTGPSUIPTFXIPNPWFJOUPQSPKFDUNBOBHFNFOUBOEPOoTJUFNBOBHFNFOUJTBO
understanding of contracts. Commonly archaeologists are lumped into a construction
JOEVTUSZADPOUSBDUPSDBUFHPSZPGDPOUSBDUBOEXIJMFUIJTJTOPUUPCFBWPJEFEBCBTJD
understanding of how to get your hard earned cash is vital.
This short session aims to inform how the common type of contract is drawn up. How it
NJHIUCFBENJOJTUFSFE BOEIPXUIFZEJGGFSoMJLFBSDIBFPMPHJDBMTJUFTOPUXPDPOUSBDUTBSF
UIFTBNF3FDFOU*$&BOE/&$DPOUSBDUTXJMMCFNFOUJPOFE BOEBTBNQMF#JMMPG2VBOUJUJFT
FYBNJOFE5IFmOBMTFDUJPOPGUIFXPSLTIPQXJMMFYBNJOFIPXUIFNPOUIMZSFQPSUBOE
application for payment works with the aim of achieving the aspiration of rapid and
painless payment.
The session will introduce you to the key concepts and issues surrounding contracts, and
XJMMIJHIMJHIUXIFSFUPHPUPmOEPVUNPSF:PVXJMMIBWFXPSLFEUISPVHIDPOUSBDUTGSPN
issue to payment, and will have a good grounding in how to cope with BoQs, applications
for payment and other nasties of archaeological project management.
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FRIDAY 19 APRIL
Workshop

Your profession, your future, your voice
3PPN 4VJUFF
 'SJOHFFWFOUPSHBOJTFECZ/FX(FOFSBUJPO(SPVQ

Do you crave

a voice in shaping your career and the profession?

Come join the debate
/(4*(*G"DPOGFSFODF
Your profession, your future, your voice

'PSVN

An open forum discussing pay and conditions in archaeology
*OPVSmOBMTFTTJPO *G"JTIPTUJOHBOPQFOGPSVNUPEJTDVTTUIFJNQSPWFNFOUPGQBZBOE
conditions across the archaeological profession. In January, IfA Council made the decision to
remove the absolute requirement for Registered Organisations to meet IfA salary minima. This
EFDJTJPOXBTNBEFBMPOHTJEFTUSPOHDPOmSNBUJPOPG*G"TDPNNJUNFOUUPUIFJNQSPWFNFOUPG
pay and conditions, reiterated by a unanimous vote by Council to increase salary minima by
8IJMFSFDPHOJTJOHUIFOFFEUPTVQQPSUCPUIFNQMPZFFTBOEFNQMPZFSTJODSFBTJOHQBZ 
$PVODJMNBEFUIFEFDJTJPOUPUBLFBEJGGFSFOUUBDLJOPSEFSUPIBWFBTVTUBJOBCMFJNQBDU UIF
QSPGFTTJPOOFFETUPmOEBXPSLBCMFTPMVUJPOUPHFUIFS
3FQSFTFOUBUJWFTGSPN'".&BOE1SPTQFDUXJMMCFKPJOJOHNFNCFSTPG*G"$PVODJMJOBOPQFO
discussion. All three organisations have indicated that they believe that remuneration across the
sector is not commensurate with skills or responsibilities; and all three will present their current
policy on how they intend to address the issue. Each will answer three questions




 XIBUJTZPVSDVSSFOUSFNJU
 XIBUDBOZPVPSHBOJTBUJPOEP
 XIBUXJMMZPVSPSHBOJTBUJPOEPJOUIFOFYUNPOUIT

This meeting provides an opportunity for all practitioners to question the policies presented,
BOEQSFTFOUUIFJSPXOJEFBTPOIPXUIFQSPGFTTJPOoBTBXIPMFoDBONPWFUIJTJTTVFGPSXBSE
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Conference CPD log
^ĞƐƐŝŽŶͬǁŽƌŬƐŚŽƉ
ĂƚĞ

WŚŽƵƌƐ

ĂƚĞ

WŚŽƵƌƐ

ĂƚĞ

WŚŽƵƌƐ

ĂƚĞ

WŚŽƵƌƐ

ĂƚĞ

WŚŽƵƌƐ

ĂƚĞ

WŚŽƵƌƐ

ĂƚĞ

WŚŽƵƌƐ

ĂƚĞ

WŚŽƵƌƐ

ĂƚĞ

WŚŽƵƌƐ

ĂƚĞ

WŚŽƵƌƐ

ĂƚĞ

WŚŽƵƌƐ

ĂƚĞ

WŚŽƵƌƐ
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dƌĂŝŶŝŶŐƉƌŽǀŝĚĞƌ;ƐͿ

KƵƚĐŽŵĞƐͬďĞŶĞĨŝƚƐ

&ŽůůŽǁƵƉ

IfA Conference feedback form

GENERAL INFO / OVERALL FEEDBACK
1.

How did you hear about the IfA conference?

2.

Did the event match your expectations?

3.

How was the overall organisation of the event?

4.

Was the booking process easy and information on the event readily available?



"SFUIFSFBOZXBZTJOXIJDIUIFDPOGFSFODFDPVMEIBWFCFFOJNQSPWFE 

6.

Do you feel the conference provided value for money?

FEEDBACK

5IBOLZPVGPSBUUFOEJOHPVSDPOGFSFODFoXFIPQFZPVGPVOEJUBVTFGVMBOE
rewarding experience and we would love to hear your thoughts. The feedback form
below will help us to improve our future conference and ensure the content we offer is
both relevant and enjoyable. Just pull out and return to a member of staff!

VENUE, SOCIALS & CATERING
1.

How appropriate were the facilities provided?

2.

How was the quality of the food?

3.

In your opinion, what is the most important feature we should look for when
choosing a venue?

4.

Which social and networking events did you attend?



%JEZPVFOKPZUIFFWFOUTBOEGFFMUIFZXFSFQSJDFEBQQSPQSJBUFMZ
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LEARNING OUTCOMES
1.

Was the content of the presentations relevant and current?

2.

Was the delivery and quality of the presentations satisfactory?

3.

Did you feel the length of the presentation was appropriate?

4.

Were there enough opportunities for interaction and to ask questions?



%JEZPVBUUFOEBOZPGUIFUSBJOJOHXPSLTIPQT %JEZPVUIJOLUIFZXFSFVTFGVM



5IJTZFBSXFSBOUSBJOJOHTFTTJPOTPWFSIBMGEBZBOETIPSUFSMFOHUIGPSNBUToEPZPV
think it is useful having different formats?



1MFBTFQSPWJEFBEEJUJPOBMDPNNFOUTPSTVHHFTUJPOTGPSGVUVSFJNQSPWFNFOUT

CONFERENCE 2014
1.


The IfA conference will be in Glasgow in 2014, where do you think would be a
HPPEMPDBUJPOGPS

2.

Have you got any suggestions for future conference themes?

3.


Some people have commented that the time of year we hold conference is not ideal.
8FXFSFUIJOLJOHPGIPMEJOHUIFDPOGFSFODFJOUIF4VNNFSGSPNoXIBUEP 
you think would be the best time of year?



,FFQBTJUJT "QSJM  

+VOF 

"VHVTU

0DUPCFS

Thank you for completing this feedback form! Please pull out and hand in to a member of
staff. Alternatively, you can complete our online feedback form via our website at www.
archaeologists.net/2013feedback, or return this form by post to Institite for Archaeologists,
Miller Building, University of Reading, Reading, RG6 6AB.
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IfA2014 Glasgow
Theme: Research in practice
Dates: April (dates tbc in TA88)
What will you talk about? Session and
workshop proposal deadline 1 July 2013
With support from
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Conference timetable
^ƵŝƚĞϭ

^ƵŝƚĞϰĂ

^ƵŝƚĞϰď

^ƵŝƚĞϲ

ŝƐĐƵƐƐŝŽŶϭ

ŝƐĐƵƐƐŝŽŶϮ

WtŽƌŬƐŚŽƉƐͬƐĞŵŝŶĂƌƐ

WtŽƌŬƐŚŽƉƐͬƐĞŵŝŶĂƌƐ

ZĞŐŝƐƚƌĂƚŝŽŶĂŶĚĐŽĨĨĞĞ

Wednesday17April

9.30Ͳ11.00

11.30Ͳ13.00

14.00Ͳ15.30

Openingaddress

Payingdividends?Securing
theimpactofdevelopmentͲ
ledarchaeologicalwork

16.00Ͳ17.30

Theimpactofforensic
archaeologyonthe
CriminalJusticeSystem
(FASIGAGMfrom17:30)

Winereception,HotelduVin

20.00

Conferencemeal,HotelduVin

ŽĨĨĞĞ
Thursday18April



18.30

9.30Ͳ11.00

11.30Ͳ13.00

Aguidetosettingupa
businessandgetting
registered

Digitaldataandthe
archaeologicalrecord

Makingthepastworkfor
thefuture:urbandesign
andthehistoric
environment

TheAkondofSwatandthe
archaeologicalrecord

Impactrequiresimagery;
bestpracticeintheuseof
imagestocreateimpacton
theaudience

Howtodemonstrate
impactinarchaeological
projects

IMSIG:thepracticalitiesof
usingsocialmedia
(IMSIGAGMfrom12.30)

Thesocialbenefitof
archaeology
(13.00Voluntaryand
communitySIG)

(GAGAGM9:00)
Portfolioassessmentsfor
graphicsarchaeologists:
guidanceandadvice
(startsfrom10am)

>ƵŶĐŚ
14.00Ͳ15.30
ŽĨĨĞĞ
16.00Ͳ17.30
19.00

ŽĨĨĞĞ
11.00Ͳ12.30

ǆĐƵƌƐŝŽŶƐ;ƐƚĂƌƚϮƉŵͿ
1)Citywalk
2)WeoleyCastle
3)ExploringtheJewellery
Quarter

AnIntroductionto
EnvironmentalImpact
Assessment(EIA)

17:30Internationalgroup
AGM(Suite5e)

Conferencesocial,RoseVillaTavern(precededat18.30byDiggers'ForumAGM)

9.00Ͳ10.30

Friday19April

^ƵŝƚĞϱĚ;ƵŶůĞƐƐŽƚŚĞƌǁŝƐĞ
ƐƚĂƚĞĚͿ
&ƌŝŶŐĞĞǀĞŶƚƐͬŵĞĞƚŝŶŐƌŽŽŵ

TheimpactoftheBig
Society

>ƵŶĐŚ
13.30Ͳ15.00

Timetotieupthetape
measure?Theimpactof
newtechnologiesand
techniquesinthe
archaeologicalstudyofthe
builtenvironment
(15:00Buildings
ArchaeologyGroupAGM)

Changingthewaywework–
deliveringimpactthrough
betterprojectmanagement

ImpactͲWhatImpact?
LegacyͲWhatLegacy?
Archaeologyandthelossof
confidence

(From10.30)
Yourprofession,
yourfuture,yourvoice
NewGenerationSIG
(Suite5e)
12:30NewGenerationAGM
(Suite5e)

BoQs,ApplicationsforPayment
andothernastiesfor
archaeologists

ŽĨĨĞĞ
15.30Ͳ17.00

ValuingtheprofessionͲanopenforumdiscussingpayandconditionsinarchaeology,Suite1

Group AGMs
Wednesday 17 April

Friday 19 April

'PSFOTJD"SDIBFPMPHZ4*(o4VJUF"

/FX(FOFSBUJPO(SPVQ"(.o4VJUFF
#VJMEJOHT"SDIBFPMPHZ(SPVQo4VJUFB

Thursday 18 April
(SBQIJD"SDIBFPMPHZ(SPVQo4VJUF
*OGPSNBUJPO.BOBHFNFOU4*(o4VJUFC
7PMVOUBSZBOEDPNNVOJUZ4*(o4VJUF
*OUFSOBUJPOBMQSBDUJDF(SPVQo4VJUFF
%JHHFST'PSVNo3PTF7JMMB5BWFSO
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